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INDUSTRYNEWS
VMAC FOUNDRY CELEBRATES ITS 
2ND ANNIVERSARY 
VMAC celebrates the second anniversary of its in-house 
foundry, having poured its first casting in November 2016. 
The foundry allows VMAC to expedite R&D innovations and 
reduce time to market for new products.

“The foundry has been an important addition to VMAC’s 
design and manufacturing operations,” explains Sandra 
Amador, VMAC’s director of continuous improvement. 
“Having a full-time foundry supervisor, with decades of 
expert technical knowledge in foundry operations that 
include manual mould, core and pattern making, metal 
casting, and furnace operation, etc., has allowed VMAC 
to produce castings in-house that contribute to problem 
solving, design efficiencies, and production support.”

VMAC is the manufacturer of innovative rotary screw 
air compressors and multi-power systems. With a 32-year 
company history, the addition of the foundry in 2016 is 
relatively recent. Now with the ability to cast in-house, 
VMAC can strengthen product development by producing 
new component designs in small batches and in short 
order, compared to a typical lead time of 3-6 months when 
working with a third-party foundry. For more,  
visit www.vmacair.com.

SENSLYNX LAUNCHES SEAMLESS IOT 
SOLUTIONS WITH BREAKTHROUGH BENEFITS
A dependable Internet connection is virtually every 
industry’s sustenance and without it, business dies. Yet many 

don’t realize how frequently the worst occurs, or how 
dramatically it could impact their livelihood. Though many 
backup options exist, most are complex or costly, and almost 
none provide a complete and easy to set up solution. 

SensLynx, widely known for its popular fleet and asset 
tracking program, painstakingly designed its new suite of 
Seamless IoT Solutions to fill this void. Its integrated plug-
and-play bundle comes with everything needed to prevent 
interruption including software, hardware, and connectivity, 
plus fully managed services and monitoring built-in through 
their Cloud Manager services, all wrapped up in one low 
monthly rate. SensLynx Seamless Failover automatically 
rescues lost primary wired or broadband connections to 
maintain business continuity. SensLynx Seamless LTE almost 
instantly deploys primary connectivity to new or temporary 
(pop-up) locations, while also functioning as a backup or 
secondary connection. Its applications encompass trade 
shows, oil and gas remote monitoring, in-vehicle, mobile 
or portable uses, disaster recovery, and every other primary 
connectivity category. Both solutions are feature rich 
and ready-to-go, but it’s the SensLynx Seamless SD-WAN 
technology that’s truly changing the connectivity game. For 
more, visit www.senslynx.com.

FIELDPULSE PARTNERS WITH GPS INSIGHT 
Understanding the important role dispatching plays in 
customer satisfaction, leading field service software provider 
FieldPulse has partnered with GPS Insight to provide in-
depth fleet tracking and fleet management features for their 
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INDUSTRYNEWS
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platform. Through this integration, FieldPulse users will be 
able to track their company vehicle locations directly from 
the FieldPulse dashboard. 

FieldPulse serves as a digital hub for contractors allowing 
them to manage their entire business through a single web 
and mobile application. FieldPulse’s core value centers 
around helping contractors go digital by combining 
customer management (CRM), estimates and invoicing, 
digital signatures and payments, scheduling and dispatching, 
GPS tracking, timesheets, and more.

The advanced GPS integration also adds value to existing 
in-app functionality within FieldPulse. For instance, users 
can now utilize FieldPulse’s native dispatching feature 
but with GPS tracking enabled. Similarly, the data used 
in monitoring GPS tracking can be used to enhance 
other FieldPulse features such as timesheets, estimates, 
and billing.

With the release of the new integration, any FieldPulse 
customer who purchases GPS Insight between October 1 and 
December 31 will have all service fees waived until January 
2019. For more, visit www.fieldpulse.com.

CATERPILLAR PRODUCES 40,000TH

LARGE DOZER
In October, representatives from Caterpillar Inc., Finning 
Canada, and Teck Resources Limited (Teck) gathered in East 
Peoria, Illinois, to celebrate the milestone of the 40,000TH 
Cat large dozer rolling off the production line. Core to 
Caterpillar’s global identity, the current Cat large dozer line 

includes the D9, D10, and D11 models. The milestone D11T 
is equipped with a powerful Cat C32 engine, producing 850 
horsepower, and capable of moving up to 900 loose cubic 
meters of material per hour. For more, visit www.cat.com.

PROCORE JOINS SOLUTIONS PARTNERS 
INTEGRATING WITH ACUMATICA 
CONSTRUCTION EDITION 
Acumatica, the world's fastest-growing cloud ERP company, 
announces a number of key business partners, as well as its 
integration with Procore, the world's leading construction 
management software, which is now available in the 
Procore Marketplace. 

"Acumatica provides the construction industry with a 
true cloud-based accounting solution. The integration 
with Procore is a great fit to enable a seamless connection 
between the field and back office at any time, from 
anywhere," says Doug Gibson, business development 
manager at Procore.

"The construction industry has been slow to adopt new 
back-office technologies," says Ajoy Krishnamoorthy, vice 
president of platform strategy, Acumatica. "But it's starting 
to see new technology solutions emerge that address 
pressing needs from design to BIM to field and office 
communication. Acumatica and our partners are excited 
to be offering seamless connections between these best of 
breed solutions."

Acumatica is seeing a critical mass of construction sector 
partners and customers join the company's cloud ERP 
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ecosystem. Since its release in March 2018, Acumatica 
Construction Edition has enjoyed 400 percent growth in 
customer adoption. The company has also added general 
contractors, subcontractors, specialty contractors, home 
builders, and prefab/manufacturing companies to its ranks, 
including Texas Scenic, Boulder Creek, and Curran Young. 
For more, visit www.acumatica.com.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ISSUES FINAL 
RULE ON CRANE OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
OSHA published a final rule that clarifies certification 
requirements for crane operators, and maintains the 
employer’s duty to ensure that crane operators can safely 
operate the equipment. The final rule will maintain 
safety and health protections for workers while reducing 
compliance burdens.

Under the final rule, employers are required to train 
operators as needed to perform assigned crane activities, 
evaluate them, and document successful completion of 
the evaluations. Employers who have evaluated operators 
prior to December 9, 2018, will not have to conduct those 
evaluations again, but will only have to document when 
those evaluations were completed.

The rule also requires crane operators to be certified 
or licensed and receive ongoing training as necessary to 
operate new equipment. Operators can be certified based on 
the crane’s type and capacity, or type only, which ensures 
that more accredited testing organizations are eligible 

to meet OSHA’s certification program requirements. The 
final rule revises a 2010 requirement that crane operator 
certification must specify the rated lifting capacity of cranes 
for which the operator is certified. Compliant certifications 
that were already issued by type and capacity are still 
acceptable under this final rule.

The final rule, with the exception of the evaluation and 
documentation requirements, will become effective on 
December 9, 2018. The evaluation and documentation 
requirements will become effective on February 7, 2019. For 
more, visit www.osha.gov.

JLG FINANCIAL™ OFFERS RETAIL CUSTOMERS 
FAST, ONE-STOP FINANCING OPTIONS FOR 
EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
JLG Industries, Inc. announces the launch of a new full-
service retail lending program from JLG Financial™. The 
new retail financing program offers 100-percent financing, 
a quick and easy application, and flexible payment plans, 
among other customer-focused features, and is available in 
the United States.

The program supports rental houses with financing the sale 
of new or used equipment—any make or model—including 
both reconditioned and certified equipment to their end 
users, and it allows borrowers to choose from a variety of 
flexible financing options to meet any need.

For more information on JLG Financial’s retail program 
or to apply for financing, visit www.jlgfinancial.com, call 
888.346.5543, or email retailfinance@jlg.com. n
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ENVIRONMENTALSOLUTIONS
Green Construction Tips

Ways to make your facility environmentally friendly

By Brandon Burd

As sustainability takes center stage, construction firms 
and owners are realizing the benefits that accompany 
the integration of green construction techniques and 

materials. This article shares green construction tips and 
strategies that include harnessing the natural resources of a 
property, designing and building to maximize efficiency and 
minimize cost, and staying focused on sustainable return on 
investment (SROI).

HARNESS NATURAL RESOURCES 
In a way, green construction is partly an exercise in holistic 
thinking. Planners should step back to consider:

•  What is the building’s role? Who will occupy it and 
what will they be doing?

•  Where will it be located? What characteristics of the 
property and its environment can be leveraged to make 
the building more sustainable?

•  What impact will the building have on its environment 
once built? How can any ill impacts be reversed into 
green advantages?

Keeping in mind that owners ultimately need to meet 
business goals, it’s still worth the added effort and 
expense to incorporate as many green construction 
principles as possible. 

THE BEST LIGHT IS FREE
Electric lights are getting more efficient, but they still 
account for between 25 to 45 percent of a building’s energy 
use. Granted, even if you’re going green you still need lights. 
But with some thoughtful design, you won’t have to turn 
them on as much.

The sun is the best light source for pretty much every 
setting, whether it’s professional, educational, recreational, 
or otherwise. It’s also free. That’s why green buildings 
are designed to collect as much natural light as possible. 
Let’s use a large office as an example. Green construction 
principles turn traditional office design on its head. Large, 

open areas where employees work in groups are placed 
adjacent to south-facing walls. That’s the best spot (in the 
Northern Hemisphere, at least) for the most people to get the 
most usable light.

Another green construction principle to consider is the 
types of lights to install. Opting for high-efficiency LED 
lights will reduce the need to replace lamps. And, equipping 
spaces with motion sensors that only turn on the lights when 
someone’s nearby dramatically reduces electrical costs. This 
has become a hallmark of industrial, manufacturing, and 
warehouse construction.

In addition to cost savings and environmental benefits, 
natural light also makes people happier. That’s a key metric 
to consider when calculating a building’s sustainable return 
on investment. 

SAVING AND RECLAIMING WATER
Addressing water use and reuse is tricky. Across the 
commercial, residential, and industrial spectrum, water 
quality is heavily regulated. For almost any application, 
the water used must be potable. Plus, it’s usually so cheap 
that owners will pass on water conservation expenditures 
because they don’t believe they’ll pay off.

But cost savings and environmental benefits can be 
achieved by applying green construction principles to water 
use anyway. The easiest strategy to implement is installing 
high-efficiency fixtures, which obviously reduces water 
costs. In addition, if owners can demonstrate that their 
building will use less water over the lifespan of the building, 
they can save money before construction is even finished in 
the form of reduced sewer tap-in costs.

Reusing water is also possible. In some jurisdictions, 
on-site water recycling is permitted. The “grey water” that 
results can be used for landscape irrigation or water features 
and in some locations for toilet flushing. Some buildings also 
incorporate rainwater catchment systems for these reasons, 
and the benefits are many. For one thing, diverting rainwater 
further relieves pressure on utilities. For another, it’s free. 
Finally, protecting the most limited natural resource we have 

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR

Brandon Burd is the director of sustainable design at The Korte Company. With more than 11 years of 
experience in architectural design, Brandon is part of the company’s design team, and is responsible for 
assisting in building and site design, code analysis, consultant coordination, and specification writing. 
For more information, visit www.korteco.com.
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scores social points that play a major 
role in calculating sustainable return 
on investment.

MATERIAL CHOICES 
Thoughtful choice of construction 
materials creates another opportunity 
to realize cost savings and 
environmental benefits. 

A good example is the debate over 
whether pre-cast concrete panel walls 
are preferable to metal framed structures 
using steel studs. Some key considerations 
when making such a decision are:

•  Buildings using pre-cast concrete 
panels require less insulation 
according to energy codes 
because they’re thermally superior 
to metal building materials.

•  Pre-cast concrete panels are 
known as “mass walls” that feature 
greater thermal mass and thermal 
lag properties. That means they 
absorb more heat and better 
regulate interior temperatures, 
lowering energy costs.

•  Walls with higher thermal mass 
help keep buildings warmer in 
winter and cooler in summer 

compared to metal buildings that 
have virtually no thermal mass.

Mass walls can be designed with 
varying thermal mass and thermal 
lag characteristics so owners can 
develop HVAC systems and mass wall 
schemes that complement one another, 
maximizing occupant comfort and 
trimming heating and cooling costs.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
Sustainable return on investment 
(SROI, also known as social return on 
investment) combines the familiar hard 
numbers used to determine classic 
ROI —like income and expenses—with 
“softer” data points like environmental 
impact and social good.

SROI is admittedly hard to calculate 
because it partly involves quantifying 
what some believe is un-quantifiable. 
For instance, SROI involves asking 
these questions:

•  How do you quantify better 
health?

•  How much is improved employee 
or student morale worth? 

•  Can you put a price on the social 

goodwill generated when you 
slash your carbon footprint?

But grappling with these mysteries 
often ends up being worth the 
effort. In an age when owners are 
more cost-conscious than ever 
(and when governments are all-in 
on sustainability), those who can 
demonstrate high SROI stand to earn 
very real—and very lucrative—tax 
rebates and incentives.

TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY
There are many strategies and 
techniques owners can apply to boost 
the sustainability of their building, 
whether they’re planning new 
construction or renovation. That’s why 
a partnership with an experienced 
green construction firm can do a world 
of good.

When owners and construction 
team members collaborate, a 
customized green construction road 
map will emerge that suits owners’ 
business goals while also boosting 
sustainability. The potential benefits—
both social and economic—are too 
good to pass up. n
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MANAGEMENTSOLUTIONS
7 Steps for Solving Business Problems

Learning how to eat an elephant

By Mitzi Perdue

Successful people all do one thing: they solve problems. 
They don't just stare at a problem and wish it would 
go away.

The magic key to solving your big, difficult, looming 
business problems is to break them down into smaller parts 
and then deal with these smaller parts. By viewing your 
issues through this prism you can focus intently on solving 
a problem through a series of steps instead of preparing to 
tackle it all at once. 
 

It's the old, "How do you eat an elephant?"

Answer: "One bite at a time."

YOUR SEVEN STEPS FOR SOLVING A PROBLEM
Describe the Problem. Do this in writing. Often, 
you’ll find that simply explaining the whole problem 
to yourself will cause you to see the solution. But not 

always, so if that doesn't make the situation clear, go on 
to #2.

Break the problem into smaller, more manageable 
parts. Make a list of the parts of the problem, breaking 
the problem down into manageable parts that don’t 

seem intimidating. If one item on the list still seems too hard, 
break it down still further into even smaller parts. Then arrange 
your list in a logical order according to what to do first, second, 
third, and so on.

Write down the obstacles. This step may come as a 
surprise, but it’s important. Take a clear, hard look at 
what the obstacles are and then list them. Being 

optimistic is a good thing, but no matter how positively you 
think about a problem, you'll improve your odds of success if 
you pay attention to and prepare for the likely obstacles.

Brainstorm possible solutions. Write down as many 
solutions as you can. Be as creative as you can be. At 
this point, your goal is quantity not quality. Don’t keep 

from writing down an idea just because it seems stupid or 
irrelevant. Often what seems like a bad idea can spark your 

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR

Mitzi Perdue is a celebrated speaker, businesswoman, and author of How to Make Your Family Business 
Last. She is a past president of the 35,000-member American Agri-Women, a former syndicated 
columnist for Scripps Howard, and the founder of CERES Farms. For more information on Mitzi Perdue, 
visit www.mitziperdue.com.
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imagination in ways that lead to good 
ideas. These new ideas can turn out to be 
highly creative ones that might never 
have occurred to you otherwise. You’d be 
surprised how often this happens.

Stretch to find one more 
solution. Ideas that come when 
you've had to stretch for them 

often turn out to be the most useful of all. 
There's a reason: In many cases if the 
answer were easy or obvious, it would 
already have been done by now. It's 
when you stretch to get a new idea that 
you come up with the most creative 
ideas—the ones that not everyone has 
already thought of. The most creative, 
least obvious solutions may have the best 
chance of solving your problem. Oh, and 
something to keep in mind at this point: 
Thomas Edison was right when he said: 
"When you have exhausted all 
possibilities, remember this: you haven't."

Pick the best solution. When 
you’ve gotten as far as you can 
with the brainstorming aspect of 

problem-solving, it’s time to put on your 
realist's hat. Remember, it’s a different 

mindset at this point. Your job is to figure 
out, of all the ideas you've come up with, 
which is the best? What solution or 
solutions best combines: a) Solving the 
problem; b) Getting the job done on 
time; and c) Having the resources 
available for accomplishing it. 

Act on it. Surprisingly often, 
people may come up with a 
good solution, but they don’t 

“pull the trigger.” That is, they 
procrastinate when it comes to 
implementing the idea. Successful 
people, in contrast, have a penchant for 
action. They are not only good at thinking 
of solutions; they're very good at 

plunging in and doing them. They know 
that the problem isn’t solved until the 
plan is put into action and completed. 

THREE QUOTES THAT EXPRESS THE 
IMPORTANCE OF ACTION:
•  "To know and not to act is the same 

as not to know."
•  "It's not what you know, it's what 

you do."
•  "Done is better than perfect."

Developing skill in problem-solving 
is an invaluable skill. The best leaders 
are the best problem solvers. Invest 
in yourself by learning to be the best 
problem solver that you can be. n

1. Have I described my problem 
in writing?

2. Have I broken it into 
manageable chunks?

3. Have I made a clear assessment of 
the obstacles? 

4. Have I brainstormed solutions?
5. Have I stretched to find one 

more solution?
6. Have I picked the best solution?
7. Have I put the solution 

into action?

CHECKLIST FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS
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Commercial financing is available to encourage 
responsible budgeting and enable businesses to 
overcome unanticipated hurdles like economic 

downfalls, unpaid invoices, and budgetary discrepancies. 
With the flexibility of commercial financing, your business 
can acquire new or used equipment, obtain capital, or set up 
a commercial line of credit.

Before you apply for commercial financing, it’s important 
to understand the expectations. Being prepared for the 
application process can help you maximize the benefits 
that accompany commercial financing. Approaching the 
commercial financing application process blindly may 
hinder your company’s ability to find financial solutions that 
facilitate growth opportunities. Utilize the strategies from 
these six tips to ensure you are properly equipped when you 
need to seek financing. 

GET ORGANIZED
Applicants are required by the lender to have the 
appropriate paperwork regardless of the financing 

being requested. Conduct some research to find out what 
documents are needed before entering the commercial 
financing application process. Generally, the required 
paperwork consists of 3 to 5 years of budget records, tax 
statements, and any financial assessments performed by 

a third party. You can streamline the application process 
and get the financing you need faster when you have the 
necessary documentation readily available when filling out 
the application. 

SKIP THE BANK
While institutional lenders might seem like a good fit 
for financing heavy equipment, a bank is not always 

the best choice when you’re looking to expand your fleet 
or acquire other industry-specific tools. Instead, consider a 
captive finance company—a wholly-owned subsidiary that 
finances retail purchases from the parent firm. Partnering 
with a captive finance company allows you to receive the 
financing solutions you need, plus the equipment expertise to 
guide your business to success. 

Unlike a bank, which focuses primarily on lending money, 
a captive finance company is industry specific. Whether it's 
construction, mining, agriculture, or oil and gas, their team 
typically has extensive experience in your market. Plus, 
you can trust that the financing solutions are designed to 
strategically align with the goals of your business. 

FLEXIBILITY IS YOUR FRIEND
Financial institutions offer a variety of financial 
solutions including loans, finance leases, operating 

6 Tips for Tackling  
Commercial Financing

Katy Ellquist is the marketing communications coordinator for Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation 
where she develops and manages the global content strategy. Cat Financial offers solutions designed to 
help businesses succeed. Visit www.catfinancial.com to learn more about current offers and the financial 
solutions available to your business.

By Katy Ellquist
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leases, working capital, revolving 
lines of credit, and a commercial 
account. Be sure to carefully review 
and discuss the options with a 
representative and your team to 
determine the best solutions for 
your business.

Whether you’re seeking fast cash 
or trying to acquire new or used 
equipment, it's important to identify 
the needs of your company before 
you apply for financing. Options 
like leasing equipment for a fixed 
period of time with the opportunity to 
purchase the equipment in full after 
a predetermined time or at the end 
of the contract are designed to give 
your business the flexibility to get the 
job done. 

MONITOR BUSINESS 
CYCLES 
Companies that experience 

seasonal sales cycles should account 
for these sales periods when applying 
for financing. Incorporating financing 
options into your annual budget 
allocations can significantly impact 
the ability to stretch your money 
during the downtimes. 

Additionally, a captive finance 
company has the flexibility to set up 
a payment schedule to accommodate 
your sales cycle. You can trust that 
their team is conscious of your 
business cycles, and can recommend 
the financing solutions to help make 
payment management easier.

TECHNOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
Owning technology that is 

outdated can negatively impact your 
business by leading to increased 
maintenance costs, unexpected system 
downtime, and reduced productivity. 
Additionally, experiencing a security 
breach because of outdated technology 
can be catastrophic for a business. 
Plus, failing to effectively keep your 
technology current can propel your 
competitors that regularly upgrade their 
equipment ahead of your business.

Managing technological 
obsolescence can help reduce the 
burden that accompanies out-of-date 
equipment. Implement a financing 
strategy that manages technological 
obsolescence and ensures you're 
working with the equipment and 

technology needed to promote 
success. In many cases, a captive 
finance company can develop a 
structured solution unique to your 
business by offering co-terminus 
contracts or facilitating equipment 
trade-ups that allow your firm to 
utilize the technology to retain its 
competitive advantage.

THE RELATIONSHIP IS KEY
Partnering with a captive 
finance company is more than 

a commercial transaction. Banks have 
earned the reputation for approaching 
lending as just a transaction, whereas 
captive finance companies are 
generally known for creating a more 
personal experience by cultivating 
relationships with their customers. 
Lenders from captive finance 
companies tend to be more invested 
in your firm's success and strive to 
find a two-sided solution that benefits 
both parties. The success of a captive 
finance company is dependent on the 
success of your business. So, it’s safe 
to assume that it's in their best interest 
to ensure you get the right growth 
solution for your company. n
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MANAGEMENTSOLUTIONS
Exiting Requires  
More than a Thought
By Preston Ingalls

“Life is a succession of lessons which must be lived to 
be understood. All is riddle, and the key to a riddle is 

another riddle.” Ralph Waldo Emerson

In June 1968, General William Westmoreland was 
relieved of his command in Vietnam when his new 
boss, Richard Nixon, lost confidence in his approach. 

His second in command, General Creighton Abrams, was 
suddenly thrust in command. Abrams was a WWII hero at 
Bastogne and was well respected by the rank and file. 

Abrams immediately switched from Westmoreland’s failed 
“Search and Destroy” strategy, put in place in the early 
60’s, and moved to the more successful counterinsurgency. 
General Fred Weyand said, “The tactics changed 
within 15 minutes of Abrams’s taking command.” The 
unassuming Abrams was in sharp contrast to the flamboyant 
Westmoreland who loved briefings and the press. 

Abrams focused on developing the South Vietnamese 
military (ARVN), which had been fairly neglected to that 
point and enacted numerous efforts to change the war’s 
direction to include focusing on hamlet security. The results 
were phenomenal … but too late. The US population had 
grown weary of the war by the Tet Offensive in 1968, 
several months before Abrams took over. He no longer had 
support. All military experts stated his approach, had it been 
implemented earlier, could have turned the tide of the war. 
Even Abrams called the war winnable. 

Sir Robert Thompson, a British counterinsurgency expert 
who observed General Abrams closely during the Vietnam 
War, pronounced him America’s greatest general since 
Ulysses Grant. Lewis Sorley, Abrams biographer who stated 
in his book Thunderbolt: General Creighton Abrams and the 
Army of His Times that Abrams was the “most influential 
general since George C Marshall.” 

Then why wasn’t he allowed to enact those policies 
as Westmoreland’s second-in-command? Westmoreland 
was strong-willed and believed his own strategy was the 
right one. He wasn’t prepared to listen to the advice of a 
subordinate. There was no succession plan for someone 
else to take over. One day Westmoreland was in charge and 
the next day he was out. There was no real transition plan. 
Westmoreland had a failed strategy with enormous public 
and presidential support while Abrams had a successful 
strategy with no support. Abrams was set up to fail in his 
succession efforts. 

HOW SUCCESSION PLAYS OUT IN BUSINESS
Business owners will go to great lengths to put policies 
and procedures in place to ensure day-to-day operations 
run smoothly. They see the value of having standardized 
processes to prevent variation in methods. These same 
owners will develop 3- to 5-year plans to prepare and 
sustain growth in their businesses. 

However, many procrastinate developing an exit strategy. 
As key players, owners and stakeholders, we all want to 
believe we are somewhat indispensable and a critical 
lifeline to the enterprise. But that dependency can create 
a weakness and vulnerability. After all, we are all mortal. 
We plan to retire someday. As we age, we are subject to 
prolonged illness. Despite these possibilities, we prefer 
not to consider the eventual exodus from the business, 
retirement, disability, passing on, or some other cause.

It takes great bravery to think about what’s next … how 
do I prepare for such a transition? But failing to do so could 
be considered selfish with negative implications to clients, 
employees, and families. 

After 46 years in industry, I believe everyone in 
my situation should have a transition plan to exit the 
organization. An exit strategy ensures continuity of care for 
the customer, employees, and the owners’ family. 

Rather than sharing the conceptual elements as to how it 
should be done, I will explain how I set mine up. 

MY SUCCESSION PLAN TEMPLATE
First, I had attempted to engage several family members 
as a possible successor years ago without luck. Hiring a 
family member strictly as a favor is not a good reason to 
give someone a job. The intent was to make them part of 
the succession plan for a variety of reasons, which is pretty 
common, but nepotism doesn’t guarantee competence 
or loyalty. 

Besides, in a study of 1,600 family-run businesses 
conducted by the consultancy PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 
only 36 percent of the family businesses surveyed survived 
passage into the second generation. But it got worse from 
there with only 20 percent of businesses surviving into 
the third generation and a mere 7 percent continuing 
into the fourth generation. That’s pretty poor generational 
succession odds. 

I decided to “grow my own” and focus on developing 
and grooming those with potential talent. In the leadership 
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courses I teach, I always say, the 
“leader’s job is to identify and develop 
the next generation of leaders” so 
that is what I did. I spent years and 
considerable investment (even when 
the money wasn’t there) to train 
several of my most promising folks to 
form a partnership.

DETAILING THE  
SUCCESSION PROCESS
I explained to each a process how 
they could become owners via a 
partnership through a buyout process 
over a period of years. They were 
excited to gain some equity in the 
enterprise. This gave me an exit 
process in the years to come. The 
process consists of the following:

•  I used a Job Task Analysis (JTA) 
to identify several hundred tasks 
they would need to be able to 
perform in their roles and I had 
them assess their abilities to 
perform those tasks to identify 
training needs. 

•  We used every opportunity to 
work together and would brief 
prior to the assignment and 

debrief at the end (what did 
you like, what would you have 
done different) and then I would 
provide coaching and guidance. 

•  We look for the things that 
were repeatable and those 
that needed changes as well 
as lessons learned as part of a 
process of constant evaluation 
and coaching, which helps the 
learning process and growth. 

I also developed various 
instruments that captured my 
knowledge and experience by 
illustrating how I make decisions 
through the use of a database and 
spreadsheet to reduce the reliance 
on recall or memory. We would have 
sessions where we would collaborate 
for hours how we would reach a 
decision together on the phone or on 
conference calls. Time consuming, 
yes—worth it, of course. They 
needed to understand the logic, not 
just the steps.

I soon began transitioning the 
decision-making to my operations 
manager to avoid second guessing. 
If I saw he was possibly making a 

precarious decision I may point it 
out and simply warn of the risk, then 
recommend he come up with various 
options. He may ask me for options, 
which I will freely offer, but only if 
asked. I wanted him to understand 
the reasoning versus relying on me.

I encourage him and the other 
future partner to discuss business 
matters routinely during the week. 
They stay in touch frequently, even 
daily. I freely share financials (P&L, 
Balance Statement, Cash Flows). This 
includes how to interpret and make 
compensation decisions. 

I have handed off all estimating, 
bidding, and pricing over the last 
year. The intent is to be prepared to 
leave at a very specific date versus 
an estimated or rolling date as some 
folks do. I will reduce the time I 
am here to about 20 percent for the 
changeover but I am confident the 
years of transitioning will have paid 
off and the exit plan will have bred 
the confidence and competence 
needed to continue the business. 
Eight years of grooming both, with 3 
years of direct preparation, will help 
me to rest easy at night. n
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SOFTWARESOLUTIONS
Working in Harmony

Why best-of-breed FSM and CRM 
software need to be best of friends

By Andrew Lichey

Field service management (FSM) and customer relationship 
management (CRM) are best-of-breed solutions that 
are essential to the work of field technicians. Both 

tools manage different aspects of client needs, but if they’re 
not working together, businesses will miss out on new 
opportunities and more productive work processes. So how 
do you synch the two? This article outlines how combining 
FSM with CRM can help increase revenue and keep 
customers happy.

FSM and CRM are usually integrated with Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) to eliminate duplicate data entry, 
avoid costly mistakes due to lack of data, and share customer 
information in real time. FSM software vendors and others 
offering best-of-breed solutions generally offer standard 
integration approaches, but in most environments it also makes 
sense to integrate FSM software with CRM software. This 
ensures a consistent customer experience regardless of whether 
a customer is interacting with a CRM user or a field service 
technician. It is for this reason that some software vendors have 
created standard integration models with ERP products. 

DEEPER DIVE INTO FSM
While CRM is designed to manage the customer experience, 
field service management software helps companies go deep 
into their data to ensure customers can be served profitably 
and successfully in the field. Good FSM software has a vast 
detail of built-in functionality, but here is a topline list of what 
it covers:
•  Dispatch and service scheduling, appointment setting, 

calendar-based scheduling from maintenance plans and 
automated scheduling optimization

•  The ability to issue and record completion of work orders
•  Contract management to ensure service agreements are 

adhered to, even when terms are customer-specific
•  Service inventory, including inventory on each 

technician’s vehicle

•  Warranty management, so technicians in the field can 
determine which work is covered by warranty and which 
carries an additional charge

•  Tools to enable technicians to upsell new services, issue 
quotes, and secure approval on quotes

•  Reverse logistics to take parts and subcomponents back 
into inventory, repair or scrap them, track ownership of 
the part, and whether the customers or subcontractors are 
entitled to a replacement

•  Service billing, used to collect details of billable service, 
pass it to ERP for invoicing, and provide customers 
visibility into billing activity in the field

This takes us to the heart of the issue because even when 
a CRM package has field service capabilities, it alone cannot 
enable a company to deliver all these functions—especially 
if competitors have a more advanced service offering. So, 
comprehensive FSM software is the key, but if run as a 
standalone entity, even the most advanced field service product 
will leave gaps in the ability to address the entire customer 
lifecycle, maximize revenue, and improve customer satisfaction.

360-DEGREE VIEW
So, how does this combined view of the customer across both 
CRM and field service improve customer service and increase 
revenue? If a field technician can see in the CRM solution what 
service has been performed on a customer’s equipment in the 
field, then that technician can—based on frequency of service, 
cost of service and parts, and even predictive analytics—record 
a sales opportunity to potentially replace the equipment and 
make that business case directly to the customer.

In this scenario, a field service technician may learn that 
the customer site they are working on will be expanding 
and can quickly create a sales opportunity for additional 
equipment that might be sold. Combining these solutions is 
essential, as a company delivers a better experience when their 
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employees across the organization know 
about recent customer conversations, 
transactions, service calls, open issues, 
customer-specific requirements, 
and correspondence.

TWO-WAY STREETS
There is also specific information that 
should be subject to a bi-directional 
integration with FSM and CRM, ensuring 
data is created, synched, and updated in 
both systems. Recording service history 
and ongoing sales activity is a must to 
allow sales, customer service, and field 
service personnel to get a 360-degree 
view of the customer and better 
understand the facts on the ground. 
As is sales history information, which 
gives field service technicians better 
visibility into products or equipment 
at a customer site that may not yet 
be covered by a service agreement 
and which may represent additional 
revenue opportunities.

Warranty information and contract 
management is another important 
consideration, as it can provide CRM 
users with a better idea of warranty 
renewal sales opportunities for each 
customer and show how well the field 

organization is performing against 
contractual requirements. Current sales 
promotions can also be included in 
both systems to allow field technicians 
to see opportunities that are relevant to 
the customer and use that to upsell or 
provide appropriate discounts.

OPEN ARCHITECTURE 
Some enterprise software integrations 
are associated with high costs and risks, 
but not all systems are built the same. 
To avoid this, businesses should look to 
solutions built on an open integration 
architecture, creating standard but 
configurable implementations to CRM 
offerings. No two implementations 
of either of these CRM products are 
truly the same, which means that each 
integration will be somewhat unique. 
That is why the integration needs to 
be configurable and user-friendly—for 
example, using a drag-and-drop tool 
to add fields, repurpose fields, and 
add tables.

This streamlined approach to 
integration also increases enterprise 
agility. As the way you do business 
changes and those changes are reflected 
in a Salesforce or Microsoft Dynamics 

365 solution, the integration can change 
with you, without custom programming 
or external consulting fees—the 
result is quick, cost-effective, and 
simple onboarding.

BETTER TOGETHER
It is critical for the various software 
products you rely on to share data where 
it makes sense, but integration can only 
be considered with a sound business 
case. In identifying that business 
case, ask yourself how you want the 
integration to enable your business 
to beat the competition and how an 
integration can help increase customer 
satisfaction and revenue.

Field service management software 
should not be an island unto itself—it 
should extend into other enterprise 
software, including CRM and ERP. 
Integrations can increase solution 
expense and complexity, so standard 
integrations that easily accommodate 
your unique solution set are extremely 
valuable. When considering integration, 
make sure to identify the barriers 
you want to overcome, so you can 
reap the rewards of a high-quality 
enterprise solution. n



LEGALSOLUTIONS
Building “Green” 
The new norm in the construction industry
By Laura ColcaBy Laura Colca

The environmental “green” 
movement has infiltrated 
all aspects of daily life. The 

mantra “reuse, reduce, and recycle” 
has become common place … from 
schools, to offices, to restaurants. 
At work and at play, consumers 
are reminded of the importance 
of environmental conservation 
and protection. 

The construction industry is no 
exception. Building green, energy-
efficient and environmentally friendly 
buildings are the new norm. As an 
owner, building an eco-friendly 
structure can be economically 
beneficial, not simply because of 
energy savings, but also because 
of certain incentives provided 
by the government. 

The proliferation of green building 
has been spearheaded by U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC) and its 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 
System. The USGBC describes LEED 
an internationally recognized green 
building certification system.

  Established by the USGBC in March 
2000, the LEED certification system 
contains guidelines for building owners 
and operators, equipping them with 
the ability to formulate methodologies 
and systems to create and ultimately 
implement quantifiable green building 
design, construction, operations, and 
maintenance objectives.

While the LEED certification system 
is a huge step in the right direction of 
promoting eco-friendly construction 

which minimizes the carbon footprint 
that is left on the planet, as it is a new 
and evolving program, and not without 
its hiccups. Additionally, as with any 
new regulatory program, there are a 
host of legal considerations which arise.

THE RESPONSIBLE PARTY
One major concern that owners must 
take into consideration when working 
with LEED certification is to make 
sure from the inception of the project 
that all parties are clear as to which 
party is to be responsible for LEED 
certification. This is very important for 
a many reasons but it is particularly 
significant if tax incentives are tied to 
receiving LEED certification. 

The best and most efficient way 
to deal with this issue is simple … 
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put it in writing. Making sure the 
construction contract clearly and 
precisely defines the role of the 
parties, including but not limited to 
the owner, the contractor, and the 
design professionals, regarding LEED 
certification takes the guess work out 
of this significant issue. 

By way of example, AIA document 
B101-2007, between an owner and 
an architect contains Section 
3.2.3 which provides that during 
the design phase the architect 
will discuss “…the feasibility of 
incorporating environmentally 
friendly responsible design 
approaches…” Section 3.2.5.1 
goes on to state that the architect 
“… shall consider environmentally 

responsible design alternatives, such 
as material choices and building 
orientation.” Notwithstanding these 
provisions, it is an industry wide rule 
that green certification is considered an 
“additional” service, and beyond the 
scope of traditional services as provided 
for in a basic construction contract. 

So what should parties do? As stated, 
the only way to effectively minimize 
the risk of legal issues arising regarding 
LEED certification is to make sure 
that the contracts directly address 
and handle the issue. By making 
the contracts clear through specific 
assignments to one or more responsible 
parties, it will remove the guess work 
from the equation which will ultimately 
put the project on a path for success. 

CONCLUSION
When a project is slated to begin, 
before any shovels break ground 
and before any final contracts are 
signed, the project owner should 
gather the design and development 
teams and determine, as a threshold 
matter, the manner in which 
green building strategies will be 
incorporated into the project. 
Once this decision is made and 
the parties have agreed in concept 
as to how green development on 
the project will be addressed, 
the legal professionals can craft 
the contract documents to fit with 
the parties objectives. Being green 
can be achievable if the proper 
steps are taken. n
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LEGALSOLUTIONS
What Makes A Good Arbitrator?  
What Makes A Bad Arbitrator?

By Thomas L. Rosenberg

As a member of the construction industry, at some 
point during your career, you will likely engage 
in arbitration. Arbitration provisions are prevalent 

in construction contracts and disputes giving rise to 
arbitration are difficult to avoid. Oftentimes, arbitration is 
a good way to resolve a dispute because handled well, it 
can be a cost-effective, efficient, proper way to resolve a 
dispute. However, there are other times when the results of 
arbitration leave a bad taste in the mouths of all participants. 
So, what makes for a good arbitrator and what makes for a 
bad arbitrator?

This analysis is my opinion. It is based on 35 years of 
practice as a construction lawyer, my role as counsel for 
parties in many arbitrations, and my role as an arbitrator 
sitting in judgment of claims on many occasions. 

THE ARBITRATOR’S ROLE
Being an arbitrator is not easy. You are called upon to 
decide complex cases, award money or other relief, and to 
determine who is right and who is wrong in a dispute. In 
all likelihood, if the parties could have determined on their 
own who was right, who was wrong, and how much money 
was owed from one party to another, they would not be in 
arbitration. Therefore, once we get to an arbitration hearing, 
both sides strongly believe in their case and it is the role of 
the arbitrator to consider the matter and then render a fair, 
competent, and thorough decision.

Arbitrators who are well respected are those who exhibit 
appropriate professionalism throughout the process. This 
starts at the pre-hearing conference in which the arbitrator 
takes control of the proceeding and establishes a fair and 
efficient schedule for all activities to occur prior to the 
actual hearing. This can include the exchange of documents, 

depositions if appropriate, a site visit, and other tasks to 
make sure that everybody has a fair and equal opportunity to 
prepare for the hearing. 

Arbitrators are often criticized for not enforcing their 
orders. The arbitrator will issue an order setting a schedule 
with deadlines, address discovery issues, address the 
exchange of documents, and then ignore enforcement of the 
order when circumstances arise. An arbitrator should enforce 
the rules of arbitration.

Arbitrators get paid for their services. In fact, arbitrators 
receive advance deposits to cover their fees. Seeking 
payment from a losing party after issuing a decision will be 
difficult for an arbitrator to accomplish. Therefore, the need 
for advance deposits exists. But a good arbitrator must keep 
track of his or her time, provide a fee statement that is all 
encompassing and shows the parties that the time billed 
was properly incurred. The parties should know in advance 
if the arbitrator is going to charge for travel time, study 
time, or other activities outside of the actual hearing.

FAIR TREATMENT
Perhaps the greatest criticism of arbitrators is how he 
or she handles the hearing. Is the arbitrator engaged in 
the hearing? Is the arbitrator too engaged, meaning does 
the arbitrator make up for the weaknesses of a party or 
unrepresented party who may not properly articulate his or 
her case or ask the right questions? Should the arbitrator 
do so? Does the arbitrator express or convey a certain 
bias in favor of a party or in favor of a type of party such 
as architects, general contractors, subcontractors, or 
others? Does the arbitrator appear to be favorable to the 
local lawyer he or she may know as opposed to non-
biased, and treat everybody in the hearing room fairly and 
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equally? Arbitrators need to be fair. 
Arbitrators need to be professional. 
Arbitrators need to manage the process 
efficiently and economically. To do 
otherwise gives rise to a poor process 
for all involved.

DISCOVERY DISPUTES
Arbitrators are often called upon 
to address discovery disputes. The 
parties may argue over whether all 
documents have been produced. The 
parties may argue over dilatory tactics 
in producing documents. The parties 
may argue over the availability of 
witnesses, damage calculations or 
other matters. The arbitrator’s role is to 
make sure that the parties have all the 
information that they need to properly 
pursue and defend the claims that are 
being made in the case. An arbitrator 
should be proactive in the process in 
order to make sure that the parties 
comply with their obligations. This 
may require periodic conference calls 
with counsel. It could even require 
meetings or conferences with counsel 
and the parties so that everyone 
involved in the process has an 
understanding of the expectations and 

obligations placed upon the parties 
throughout the arbitration. 

E-DISCOVERY ISSUES
Everyone who has been in an 
adversarial proceeding knows that 
electronic discovery is out of control. 
Everybody knows that on large projects 
the documents can number in the 
millions and the burden upon parties 
to produce all electronic discovery 
can be insurmountable. The costs 
can at times outweigh the amount in 
dispute. A good arbitrator gets ahead 
of this e-discovery issue and properly 
manages it. A good arbitrator working 
with the parties establishes a process 
and a means for producing e-discovery 
that is fair. Such a process must not 
only be fair but take into account 
the costs involved in producing 
e-discovery, as well as the amount in 
dispute in the case. It makes no sense 
to produce millions of documents, 
which are maintained electronically 
by many people in a company, when 
the claim existing between the parties 
is only $20,000. Rather, a process to 
produce only that which is absolutely 
necessary to the claims and defenses 

can be created and followed under 
such circumstances.

REACHING THE DECISION
Lastly, a good arbitrator writes an 
award or decision that conveys to 
all parties the basis for the award. 
Sometimes these decisions can be 
extremely short and simply state who 
won, how much and why, or they can 
be extremely long addressing all of 
the evidence presented in the case, 
the credibility of the witnesses, and 
issue conclusions about the amount in 
dispute, who won and why. Regardless 
of the length of the decision, what 
must occur is for the arbitrator to base 
his or her decision upon the facts 
presented at the arbitration, apply 
the applicable law, and make it clear 
to the parties why the arbitrator has 
reached the decision issued. 

CONCLUSION
There are good arbitrators and bad 
arbitrators. A good arbitrator treats this 
process extremely professionally and 
thoroughly. Hopefully, you will have 
more experiences with good arbitrators 
than bad arbitrators. n
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TECHNOLOGYSOLUTIONS
Using Waterproofing to Boost Shotcrete 
Use in Underground Construction

By Greg Austin and Xia Cao

Since the mid-2000s, shotcrete usage in underground 
construction has soared because contractors can install it 
more quickly and efficiently than traditional cast-in-place 

concrete systems. Project teams have supported adoption of the 
technology based on what has been described as a meaningful 
schedule acceleration of the time typically required to complete 
a foundation. For large-scale projects, that can translate into 
millions of dollars through accelerated occupancy and timely 
project completion. Enabling this surge in shotcrete use are 
advancements in waterproofing systems designed specifically for 
the material.

Below-grade construction with cast-in-place concrete requires 
installing forms in the excavation, pouring concrete, waiting 
for it to cure, and finally removing all the forms. Shotcrete 
application is typically faster because it can be done quickly 
by qualified nozzle operators without the need for concrete 
formwork. However, it does come with its own set of risks.

For example, shotcrete use can lead to voids in concrete 
walls and behind rebar. These problems, in turn, allow water to 
migrate around and into a structure should the waterproofing 
system fail. Water migration can derail timely project completion 
at great cost, while exposing the structure to leaks and flooding 
over its useful life. Also, the force of shotcrete spray can damage 
waterproofing membranes, as can the impact of adjacent 
building construction and flaws introduced by rebar, electrical, 
or plumbing contractors.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM
When first working with shotcrete, contractors tried adapting 
preapplied waterproofing solutions traditionally used with 
cast-in-place applications to shotcrete projects. After shotcrete 

placement onto the waterproofing membrane, contractors were 
forced to seal leaks by drilling holes through the shotcrete 
wall in trouble spots and injecting grout. As contractors could 
not see or track the pattern or extent of the vulnerability, the 
only method of filling the void or defect with grout was time-
consuming trial and error. This blindside approach produced 
only limited success or outright failure.

One solution to these deficiencies is use of an effective 
shotcrete waterproofing system, comprised of a membrane, 
grout-injection tubes, and grout. A tough composite membrane 
can stand up to the force and application of shotcrete, while a 
polymer-mesh-reinforced cavity sits between a layer of plastic 
film and a nonwoven, semipermeable geotextile.

In step one of the application process, the contractor 
attaches the membrane to the soil retention wall—typically a 
combination of piles and lagging. Before applying the shotcrete, 
the contractor fastens a spaced matrix of injection tubes onto 
the geotextile of the membrane. In step two, the grout is 
injected through the tubes after the shotcrete wall has cured. 
This can be one to two months after the construction of the 
wall and is a process that can be completed as construction 
on the project moves beyond the foundation (allowing for 
schedule acceleration). 

During injection, the reactive grout fills the cavity created 
by the membrane and permeates through the geotextile. As a 
result, it forms a monolithic curtain wall of grout, proactively 
sealing voids in the wall itself and creating a high-performance 
waterproofing system bonded to the shotcrete.

This two-step method stops leaks before they happen, ensuring 
construction stays on schedule, liabilities are minimized, and 
the waterproofing solution shields the structure from water 
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infiltration throughout the design life of the project. Combining 
preapplied membrane technology with injected leak-sealing 
materials results in a fully integrated waterproofing system. With 
this type of technology at their disposal, engineers and general 
contractors are increasingly turning to shotcrete to accelerate 
their high-profile, high-risk projects.

REBUILDING MAJOR HIGHWAY SYSTEM
The Alaskan Way Viaduct in Seattle is a north-to-south traffic 
corridor that carries tens of thousands of commuters through the 
city daily. Built as a bridge in 1953, the viaduct was damaged 
in 2001 by an earthquake. In 2013, construction crews began 
replacing it with a 2-mile long tunnel beneath the city at a 
projected cost of $4.5 billion.

The tunnel’s north and south portals span about 2,000 ft and 
start at grade before plunging about 80 ft deep. Adding to the 
complexity, multiple highway lanes merge into different levels 
of the tunnel. Further, the jobsite sits at sea level in a city known 
for its extremely wet climate.

Waterproofing of the viaduct began in June 2013. The 
waterproofing contractors installed about 350,000 sf of 
shotcrete waterproofing, or 600,000 sf of waterproofing 
membrane in total. In addition to protecting the viaduct, an 
additional 150,000 sf of membrane was utilized on the portals 
and the viaduct’s operations buildings. Multiple systems were 
employed to accommodate the use of both shotcrete and 
cast-in-place concrete.

Despite soaking rains and leaky ground, the team completed 
the project in 2016, on time and without incident. Field 
engineers were onsite throughout the waterproofing process, 

ensuring proper installation of the waterproofing systems, 
training contractors, and troubleshooting any issues.

TACKLING THE CHALLENGE
In 2014, general contractor Turner Construction was tasked 
with building the Golden 1 Center, new home to the National 
Basketball Association’s (NBA’s) Sacramento Kings. The owners 
gave Turner less than 2 years to complete the 17,500-seat, 
$507-million arena. 

Turner chose F.D. Thomas as the waterproofing contractor 
to take on the challenges of a stadium that sits below the 
water table and is adjacent to two major rivers. For its 
waterproofing system, the contractor selected an integrated 
waterproofing membrane.

Rainstorms dumped 3 ft of water on the excavation before F.D. 
Thomas began installation. Despite the flooding, the contractor 
completed the job in just 45 days. Stuart Hunter, vice-president 
of F.D. Thomas’s waterproofing division, credits his colleagues, 
the teamwork of Turner, and the concrete, rebar, and plumbing 
subcontractors—as well as the waterproofing system—for 
executing the task under pressure and finishing 15 days early. 
Since opening in September 2016, Golden 1 Center has 
operated without interruption due to leaks or flooding. 

CONCLUSION
Advancements in waterproofing have enabled the rapid growth 
of shotcrete usage in traditional structural applications. With this 
type of technology available, contractors, designers, installers, 
and engineers will continue to expand the use of shotcrete, 
reaping the associated schedule benefits. n
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For more than 35 years, Cat 
Financial has been providing 
solutions to help business 

owners around the world purchase, 
lease, and finance heavy equipment, 
as well as protect and service those 
same machines. As Caterpillar’s 
finance company, we have direct 
ties to robust equipment sales, 
operations and the vast network of 
experienced service technicians at 
Cat® dealers worldwide.

WHY CHOOSE CAT FINANCIAL?
From construction and agriculture 
to mining and forestry, businesses 
across every industry require different 
financing and extended protection 
solutions to be successful. We have 
the flexibility to tailor our financial 
and equipment offerings to the unique 
needs of your business whether you 
need a lease, loan, working capital, or 
a revolving line of credit.

Recently, we launched the Cat Card 
Program, which provides customers 
with commercial financing options 
to purchase parts, service, and 
rent equipment. Now, customers 
in the U.S. have more purchasing 
power thanks to the introduction 
of the consumer card, which can 
be used for personal purchases at 
participating dealers.

You have many options when 
choosing a partner in acquiring, 
protecting, and servicing heavy 
equipment, which is why we are 
committed to providing an excellent 
experience regardless of the type of 
machines you need, the industry you 
work in, or the size of your company. 

At Cat Financial, we believe that 
having a single provider for your 
equipment needs and financing 
solutions can streamline the 
process and help establish a lasting 
relationship for years to come. Plus, 

you can trust the expertise from our 
experienced team to help you make 
strategic business decisions that 
facilitate growth. n

Contact your local Cat dealer  
or visit www.catfinancial.com to learn 

more about current offers and the solutions 
available for your business. 

CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL  
SERVICES CORPORATION

HAVING A SINGLE PROVIDER 
FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS 
AND FINANCING SOLUTIONS 

CAN STREAMLINE THE 
PROCESS 
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For more than half a century, 
Demco has used the phrase 
“Doing Our Best to Provide You 

the Best” to describe our commitment 
to customers, suppliers, co-workers 
and management in our on-going 
quest for excellence. Since the 
beginning, Demco has pursued a 
dream to fill needs, provide solutions, 
and compete in an existing market 
place. But, with a new generation and 
a new economical environment come 
new challenges to fulfill new dreams.

DEMCO FACILITIES
Demco’s production facilities are 
located in Boyden, Iowa, and Spencer, 
Iowa, and cover 450,000 square 
feet. We have invested extensively in 
keeping our employees safe, while 
continuously updating high-tech 
automated equipment to improve 
our quality of products and increase 
productivity. These investments help 
us to build new and more advanced 
products at a competitive price. 

Our Boyden location houses the 
corporate office. Our inside sales 
staff resides there, along with the 
majority of other office personnel. 
In our manufacturing plant, we 
fabricate Grain Carts, Grain Wagons, 
Sprayers, and Booms for the 
Agricultural Market. We make 5th 
Wheel Hitches, Supplemental Braking 
Systems, Tow Dollies, and Tow Bars 
for the RV Market, along with Trailer 
Components for various applications.

Our Spencer location manufactures 
Trailers and Agriculture products. 
Our facility is located in the Spencer 

Industrial Park on 35 acres of 
land with 154,000 square feet of 
manufacturing space.

Our trailer products include 
steel and Aluminum Grain Trailers, 
Gondola Trailers for the recycling 
market, Drop Deck Trailers, and 
Side Dump Trailers. Ag products 
include Grain Tank Extensions for 
all makes and models of combines, 
Head Transporters for hauling corn 
and bean heads, and other numerous 
products for the agriculture industry.

THE DEMCO BRAND
The Demco brand name is synonymous 
with quality and performance in the 
trailer and agriculture industries. 
We understand that your equipment 
needs to perform every day and that 
breakdowns are not an option. 

Demco is the leader in the industry 
for steel grain hopper trailers. Designed 
for the grain harvester by the grain 
harvester, our steel grain trailer is known 
as the work horse of grain trailers.

The Aluminum Grain Trailer 
was designed by farmers for the 
transportation of grain from the field 
to the farm or from the farm to your 
market. One of the most notable features 
of a Demco grain trailer is the ground 
clearance from the hopper allowing the 
best clearance in the industry.

Diversification is often a necessity 
in today’s competitive business 
climate. Our trailers have expanded 
from Agricultural based grain trailers 
to Side Dump trailers, Steel Drop 
decks, and our Gondola Scrap 
Recycling product trailer.

Demco Side Dump trailers have 
the lowest center of gravity in the 
industry. The bottom of the tub 
actually sits inside and below the 
top of the chassis frame rails. This 
allows for increased stability when 
hauling as the weight of the load is 
closer to the ground than those whose 
dump bodies sit entirely above the 
chassis frame rails. The low center 
of gravity reduces the risk of tipping 
over the trailer during the dump cycle 
without sacrificing proper dump 
angle and creates a lower loading 
height. Innovative design is one of 
the hallmarks of the Demco Side 
Dump’s success within the side dump 
marketplace. Many of these features 
are exclusive to Demco Side Dump 
Trailers. They are intended to reduce 
total cost of ownership by decreasing 
maintenance, increasing durability, 
and enhancing resale value.

Demco’s drop deck trailers and 
Gondola Scrap trailers offer a 
multitude of hauling solutions that our 

customers demand. Demco 
Manufacturing leads the steel drop 
deck trailer industry by providing 
quality workmanship into each trailer. 
The attention to detail in both design 
and construction is unrivaled. The 
Gondola trailers are utilized to haul 
scrap/recycling items from the original 
site to the Shedders or Balers, then 
the Gondolas are frequently utilized 
to haul shredded, baled, or prepared 
product to market.

A PLACE OF LEADERSHIP
Demco occupies a position of 
leadership in a specific segment of 
today’s global marketplace with a 
well defined line of quality products 
serving multiple needs world-wide. 
Offering Agricultural, Construction, 
Recycling, RV aftermarket, Trailer 
components, and Towing products 
for consumer rental markets, 
Demco has earned its place with 
the right combination of skill and 
technology needed to produce the 
best products available without 
compromise. We enjoy long-term 
relationships with our clients and look 
forward to this continuum with our 
new clients. n

DEMCO SIDE DUMPS

Side Dump Trailers
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On jobsites all across the 
Americas, whenever 
productivity and profitability 

are on the line, you'll find DEUTZ 
engines getting the job done. Each 
and every day.

DEUTZ Corporation, a subsidiary 
of DEUTZ AG, is totally dedicated to 
providing the high-quality support 
customers across the Americas have 
come to expect and deserve. And, 
as the needs of our customers have 
grown, so has our footprint.

From our 137,000-square-foot 
headquarters in Norcross, Georgia, we 
are committed to providing optimized 
power solutions, from the drawing 
board to prototype to production 
release. From this location, we serve as 
a sales, service, parts, and application 
center for the Americas. Here, we 
employ more than 300 people who are 
committed to serving the needs of our 
OEM and distribution partners, fully 
supporting a product range of 25-to-
830-hp diesel and natural gas engines.

A short drive from our headquarters 
in Norcross will take you to our 
120,000-square-foot, value-add 
production and DEUTZ Xchange 
facility in Pendergrass, Georgia. 
Our DEUTZ Xchange teams have 
remanufactured nearly 18,000 engines 
over the past 10 years. DEUTZ 
Xchange remanufactured engines 
are immediately availability when 
customers need an engine right away. 
In addition to servicing customers 
all across the Americas, we have 
exclusive agreements with JLG and 
Terex AWP reconditioning programs.

When it comes to after-sales 
support, we have DEUTZ end users 
covered. We ensure that technicians 
at 300-plus service partner locations 
across the Americas are trained and 
ready to provide high-quality service 
to all DEUTZ engine customers. 
Our mission is to guarantee that 
each DEUTZ engine customer will 
encounter a highly trained service 
staff with the tools and know-how to 
get the job done right the first time. 
And, when it comes to overall service, 
our coverage is solid—and growing.

All DEUTZ-authorized service 
providers are required to have the latest 

DEUTZ proprietary service diagnostic 
programs and specialized service tools 
on hand. But, when an issue arises that 
requires our help, our Norcross service 
team is there to lend their expertise. 
Each week, our service team handles 
around 300 calls during business hours 
and supports not only engines, but also 
tools and service programs. 

Along with providing diagnostic 
programs and tools, DEUTZ 
Corporation ensures that our service 
partners receive the best technical 
service available in the industry. 
Between the training that takes place 
both in our Norcross training center 
and out in the field, we train more than 
1,100 service professionals each year.

Our service team has taken great 
strides to speed up the warranty claim 
process by adding a world-class 
warranty disassembly area in Norcross, 
which allows us to make quicker 
decisions regarding warranty claims.

We know that customers don't 
have time to wait for DEUTZ Genuine 
Parts when their productivity is on the 
line. That's why we've stocked nearly 
15,000 line items with a value of over 
$23 million in our 97,000-square-foot 
warehouse in Norcross. 

In 2016, we launched a series of 
DEUTZ Power Centers and Service 
Centers to complement our existing 
distribution network. These centers, 

located in the metropolitan areas 
of Kansas City, Missouri; Chicago, 
Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri; and 
Charlotte, North Carolina, serve as 
one-stop shops, supporting OEM 
partners and end users who need 
quick, reliable access to DEUTZ 
Genuine Parts and service, new 
engines, and DEUTZ Xchange 
remanufactured and brand-new 
engines. In addition to handling 
DEUTZ engine needs, each location 
is also fully authorized to provide 
parts for and perform complete 
service on Terex Genie aerial lifts.

DEUTZ is also making significant 
investments in gas and diesel 
electric hybrid technology, and even 
battery-only solutions being actively 
developed by our E-DEUTZ program. 
Our electrification strategy is at the 
forefront of the industrial powertrain 
business, helping our customers 
embrace tomorrow’s world today—truly 
an example of the DEUTZ Difference.

It might be possible for some engine 
manufacturers to become complacent 
after decades of serving as a market 
leader around the world, and it might 
be possible for some subsidiaries to 
rest on a record of success that spans 
decades. However, it's not in our 
nature, because we're driven to work 
as hard as our OEM partners and 
customers do—every single day. n

DEUTZ CORPORATION
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For nearly 25 years, Express 
Blower, Inc. has been leading 
the pneumatic blower truck 

market through technological 
innovation, state-of-the-art systems, 
and practical experience, resulting 
in a greater number of large-
size pneumatic blower machines 
working in the field today than any 
other manufacturer. The mantra, 
“We are selling a business, not just 
a piece of equipment,” is ingrained 
in Express Blower’s culture and 
is reflected in the equipment and 
services provided to its customers.

THE EQUIPMENT
All Express Blower® (EB) product 
lines are designed to blow a 
variety of organic materials 
from mulches to compost to 
soil blends to some aggregates, 
saving customers time and labor, 
increasing their profitability 
and versatility, and decreasing 
the seasonality often found in 
construction and landscaping 
work. With more than 60 years of 
design and development behind 
it, EB machines are the most 
powerful on the market today. 

Because a purchase can truly 
be a business opportunity and not 
just another tool in the shed, the 
potential for profit is key and can 
provide the following opportunities:  

•  Reduce the number of workers 
required for labor intensive, 
low profit jobs such as 
mulching, leaving the rest of 
the crew available to do more 
profitable work.

•  Complete more jobs in a day 
due to the speed an EB can 
apply materials.

•  Provide access to the proprietary 
Terraseeding® process, which is 
the calibrated injection of seed 
into the blow stream for turf, 
erosion control blankets and 
berms, and green roofs.

•  Help take the seasonal nature 
out of a businesses’ workflow. 
Work all year long due to 
the power and versatility of 
its machines.

•  Increase customers’ satisfaction 
by delivering a consistent, 
professional, and efficient 
service, creating a greater 
opportunity for repeat business.

What began as a true bark or 
mulch blower truck has given way 
to a variety of Express Blower 
machines, some of which are 
powerful enough to productively 
blow aggregates as large as 1.5-
inch round rock at distances in 
excess of 1,850 feet and compost 
and soil blends more than 
2,000 feet*.

One size does not fit all: 
Integrated PTO powered units. 
Truck/trailer mount. A variety 
of body sizes from semi-trailer 
size to a compact skid. Plus, EB 
now also offers the retro Express 
Mulcher with walking floor and 
hose reel for companies interested 
in a more economical machine 
strictly for mulches and wood chips 
applications. The Express Mulcher 
makes quick work of coarse, dry 
lightweight materials often found 
with mulches, compost, and 
playground chips. Its attractive 
price point and simplified design 
makes the Express Mulcher a 
perfect machine for an already 
existing business or as an entry-

level unit into the pneumatic 
blower market.

THE COMPANY
Express Blower, Inc. began more 
than 60 years ago when Rexius 
Forest By-Products, Inc. developed 
the pneumatic conveying system 
for use in their wood waste and 
mulching business. In 1994, Rexius 
began manufacturing the units for 
worldwide distribution. 
In 2002, Express Blower was 
acquired by DHG, Inc. and 
became a sister company to FINN 
Corporation, which has been in 
business for more than 80 years and 
manufactures HydroSeeders®, Straw 
Blowers, and Bark Blowers. Express 
Blower and FINN operate separately 
yet under the same ownership and 
each company maintains its own 
unique sales and manufacturing 
process and structure. 

Express Blower, Inc. builds its 
equipment at its corporate facility 
in Fairfield, Ohio, and also at 
its satellite location in Eugene, 
Oregon. Providing the most 
experienced and knowledgeable 
people in both the sales and 
the support of its equipment, 
Express Blower is known for 
developing close relationships 
with its customers. Onsite operator 
training, expert technical support, 
exceptional parts availability, and 
an exclusive owner’s conference are 
a few more reasons people choose 
Express Blower. 

Whether it is for erosion 
control, green roofs, landscaping, 
construction, playgrounds, 
aggregates, or Terraseeding, 
EB equipment reduces labor 
requirements, saves job time, 
expands capabilities, and provides 
great profit potential. When you 
work with Express Blower, you 
are working with the people who 
know blower trucks and their 
markets best. n

EXPRESS BLOWER, INC.
The Inventor, The Innovator, The Standard

*Performance may vary depending on type and quality of material used, operator proficiency, and jobsite setup, requirements, and specifications.

Express Blower, Terraseeding, and the Express Blower design logo are trademarks of Express Blower, Inc. HydroSeeder is a trademark of FINN Corporation.
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Gas detection has come a long way since the 
first portable gas detector with a catalytic 
diffusion sensor was introduced decades 

ago. New technology has led to the development of 
sophisticated, yet simple to use, gas detectors that can 
run for their entire lifespan without ever needing to be 
charged or calibrated. Gas Clip Technologies’ continued 
development and refinement of advanced low-power 
photometric infrared technology for LEL measurement 
helps save more lives and makes compliance to safety 
regulations simple.

Gas Clip Technologies is leading the gas detection 
industry with new innovations every year that are 
designed to keep things simple. Recently added to its 
family of portable gas detectors is a maintenance-free 
multigas detector that provides 3-years of continuous 
runtime with no charging or calibration necessary—the 
Multi Gas Clip Simple Plus. Finally eliminate the risk of 

being exposed to hazardous gases due to a gas detector 
running out of battery in the middle of a shift. Hydrogen 
sulfide (H2S), carbon monoxide (CO), oxygen (O2), and 
combustible gases (LEL) can all be detected with this 
simple-to-use and simple-to-maintain detector. Just turn 
it on and have worry-free assurance that you will be 
warned of the most common life-threatening gases 24/7 
for 3 full years.

WHAT MAKES THIS ULTRA-DURABLE DETECTOR 
ABLE TO PERFORM SO WELL FOR SO LONG EVEN 
UNDER THE HARSHEST OF CONDITIONS? 

The Multi Gas Clip Simple Plus uses a low-energy 
infrared beam of light inside the sensor that detects 
combustible gases. This sensor technology has an 
extremely low drain on the battery, allowing the battery 
to last for years at a time. Non-infrared (pellistor/
catalytic bead) combustible gas sensors, which were the 
only combustible gas sensors available for many years, 
contained two beads and a filament which needed to heat 
up to detect gas. That continual heating process used an 
enormous amount of energy which quickly consumed the 
battery power of the detector. By the end of a shift, and 
sometimes even before a shift was over, gas detectors 
would need to be recharged. The Multi Gas Clip Simple 
Plus is always charged up and ready to perform. 

The pellistor/catalytic bead combustible gas sensor 
required continual calibrations because it gradually 
degraded over time due to exposure to typical sensor 
poisons such as H2S or silicones. It was also susceptible 
to breakage when the detector was accidentally dropped 
and bursting when it was suddenly exposed to a high 
level of gas concentration. The sensor could become 
instantly inoperable without the user’s knowledge. 
The infrared combustible gas sensor in Gas Clip 
Technologies’ detectors contains no fragile filament or 
bead to get poisoned, to break or to burst. It fails to safe, 
so the detector will notify you immediately if the sensor 
fails at any time during operation.

The Multi Gas Clip Simple Plus is the simplest to use 
and easiest to maintain gas detector available today. It 
comes with a 3-year warranty and no hidden service or 
monthly fees. All detectors are quality tested before they 
are shipped. Any necessary warranty work is handled 
quickly and efficiently by Gas Clip Technologies’ 
certified service technicians at no cost to the customer. 
The service department is second to none. n
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GAS CLIP TECHNOLOGIES

KEEPING GAS DETECTION SIMPLE MEANS 
KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE

For more information,  
visit www.gascliptech.com.
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The Isuzu FTR has been on the 
market for about 2 years and 
while some have stereotyped the 

FTR as another “box” truck, not so fast 
my friend! The FTR is a great platform 
for a number of body applications, 
especially those in construction.  As 
seen here, the FTR makes a great 
dump body for moving dirt and 
debris or as a stake bed for delivering 
materials. Whatever your needs might 
be, the FTR is worth considering. 

Shaun Skinner, president of Isuzu 
Commercial Truck of America, 
knows the versatility of the FTR is its 
strength. “The FTR is a great work 
truck that fits a number of needs 
across a lot of vocational markets. 
From refrigerated applications to 
construction, how our customers use 
the FTR continues to grow. It has a 
great platform that can easily be upfit 
to carry freight but has also been upfit 
with dump and chipper bodies for 
those vocations needing more payload 
in rugged environments.”

RUGGED ENVIRONMENTS 
Rugged environments are something 
that construction professionals are 
familiar with. From the downtown 
rebuild to the new shopping 
plaza and everything in between, 
constructions sites are notorious 
for rough terrain and tight quarters. 
Maneuverability and visibility are 
paramount when driving through 
the maze of equipment and on-site 

obstacles. Those are key strengths of 
the FTR.  As a matter of fact, the FTR 
is the best in class when it comes to 
maneuverability and visibility. With 
a 50-degree inner wheel cut, the FTR 
has a better turning diameter than 
trucks with conventional cabs. This 
reduces the cumbersome three-point 
turns, and the low cab forward design 
provides the driver and passengers 
better horizontal and vertical visibility 
in front of the truck. Maneuverability 
and visibility help ease the driving 
effort while also helping enhance 
the safety for the driver and the 
surrounding environment. 

As mentioned, payload is also 
very important and the Class 6 FTR’s 
25,950 GVWR gives body companies 
plenty of room to work with when 
building your truck. Most FTR dump 
trucks are built on the shorter 152-in. 
and 170-in. wheelbases with 14-to-
16-ft bodies and can accommodate 
payloads +/-10,000 lbs. That is some 
real heft in a short wheelbase. 

FTR’s Class 6 rating also means 
most drivers aren’t required to have 
a Commercial Driver’s License and 
hiring a non-CDL driver alone can 
save contractors on labor costs and 
expand their labor’s versatility on site. 
To be safe, always check your state’s 
regulations as there may also be 
requirements for trucks with air brakes 
like the FTR. 

EFFICIENT AND DURABLE
The FTR is powered by the renowned 
Isuzu 4HK1-TC engine, a 5.2L 
turbocharged four-cylinder diesel 
engine that carries a B-10 durability 
rating of 375,000 miles. That means 
that 90 percent of the 4HK1-TC 
engines should reach 375,000 miles 
before needing any major overhaul 
repairs. Isuzu diesel engines are 
known for their quality and durability. 
That is why Isuzu trucks boast a 
lower cost of ownership and the less 
maintenance also means more uptime.

The 5.2L power plant outputs 520 
lb-ft of torque and 215 hp through 
an Allison 2550 6-speed automatic 
transmission. This combination is not 
only durable, but highly efficient and 
B-20 compatible for those that prefer 
to use biodiesel. Fuel savings and low 
maintenance costs will always be at 
the forefront when purchasing work 
trucks. That is why it is tough to look 
past the efficiency and durability of 
the FTR that helps provide a low cost 
of ownership while holding a strong 
residual value synonymous with the 
Isuzu brand.

LEGENDARY QUALITY
Isuzu has vast experience building 
low cab forward medium-duty 
trucks were first delivered to the 
North American market in 1984, 
and since then, over 500,000 trucks 
have been delivered. In 1986, Isuzu 
trucks became the best-selling low 
cab forward trucks in America—an 
accolade that still holds true today. 
The low cab forward design has 
shown U.S. business owners a smarter 
way to work with trucks that are 
maneuverable, efficient, and deliver 
remarkable quality and durability 
that can only come from a century of 
expertise. Along with a class-leading 
warranty and legendary quality, 
owners also enjoy the peace of mind 
and a low cost of ownership that is 
synonymous with the Isuzu brand. n

ISUZU COMMERCIAL  
TRUCK OF AMERICA, INC.
The Isuzu FTR. Vocationally Versatile.
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I suzu is a global leader and 
producer of on-road commercial 
vehicles, off-road Diesel engine 

applications and stationary engines. 
Their consistent focus is on “creation 
without compromise” to build and 
maintain a world class organization 
for power solutions. Over the years, 
through the expansion of their 
manufacturing operations, Isuzu 
products have continued to benefit 
people in over 100 countries. Their 
engine manufacturing has now 
exceeded 26,000,000 globally. 
Isuzu ensures the most advanced 
performance and services, with 
a goal to become the new 
international standard of excellence 
in product development, quality, 
manufacturing systems and 
customer support. With an 
uncompromising commitment to 
continual improvements, Isuzu 
helps build better products and 
better partnerships for customers 
throughout the world.

ISUZU PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Isuzu Diesel engine products have 
proven to be Reliable, Eco-friendly, 
Durable, and Technologically 
Advanced since 1916. Their Tier 
IV and beyond products, branded 
under Isuzu REDTech™, provide 
quiet, low maintenance and fuel 
efficient solutions for existing and 
new applications needed today and 
into the future. From 11.8 hp to over 
500 hp, these engines use a unique 
technology without a DPF (Diesel 
Particulate Filter). Each engine 
is precision tuned for its highest 

efficiency, while reducing oil and fuel 
consumption. A long-lasting and robust 
fuel injection system is incorporated 
for excellent fuel economy and 
extended service life. Stringent criteria 
of lowering NVH (noise, vibration, 
harshness) are engineered into every 
Isuzu engine. Each application 
is designed to meet customer 
specifications and is engineering 
validated for each environment. Isuzu 
REDTech™ engines with reliable 
performance, durability, and high 
thermal efficiency help eliminate 
downtime. All of this is supported by a 

Distributor and Dealer network along 
with dedicated corporate professionals 
who are disciplined in engineering, 
manufacturing, and management 
to ensure the right solutions for 
their customers.

NEW ALTERNATIVE FUEL OPTION 
COMING TO MARKET: 4HV1

Isuzu is launching a new alternative 
fuel 4HV1 4.6L engine with a 
NG rating range of 78 to 83 hp 
and a LP rating range of 63 to 
82 hp for use in off-highway and 
industrial applications. It is a 
natural progression and already 
proven successful in the Isuzu 
Commercial Vehicle CNG segment. 
Current production is targeted for 
2019 paving the way for future 
engine ranges within this new 
Isuzu category.

ISUZU REDTECH™ POWER UNITS
Isuzu Diesel offers a range of 
standard to customizable power unit 
configurations rated from 11.8 to 188 
hp. These products are backed with 
limited warranties based on years or 
hours of service, whichever comes 
first. Pictured below are the Tier 4 Final 
3CH1at 18kW,  4LE2X at 30-49kW, 
4JJ1X at 52-84kW, and 4HK1X at 129-
140kW. These products are available to 
fit numerous industrial and off-highway 
applications where reliable, eco-
friendly, durable, and technologically 
advanced power is needed in every 
environment. More information can 
be obtained by contacting an Isuzu 
Diesel distributor in your area or going 
directly to www.isuzuengines.com. n

ISUZU MOTORS AMERICA, LLC
A World Class Leader for Power Solutions

4HV1
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Mi-T-M CORPORATION
Manufacturer of Quality Equipment with a Story to Tell

In 1971, AJ Spiegel worked 120 
hours a week and traveled more 
than 100,000 miles a year. He 

was committed to promoting his new 
pressure washer by attending trade 
shows and exhibitions all over the 
country. “It was important to me to 
personally present my product—no 
matter where I had to go to do it,” 
he states.

Raised on a farm near Peosta, 
Iowa, just down the road from today’s 
1-million-square-foot manufacturing 
facility that is home to the Mi-T-M 
Corporation, Spiegel was never a 
stranger to hard work. “We knew 
what work was seven days a week,” he 
says. “We knew we had to be there 14 
times a week to milk the cows. From 
an early age, work ethic was very 
prominent in my life.”

During his days as a 
painting contractor, Spiegel 
sold truck-mounted 10,000 
psi water blasters. This 
is what inspired him to 
develop something more portable and 
practical for contractors. His very first 
pressure washer, the Mighty-1000, 
was developed from Spiegel’s idea of 
what the industry needed—a compact, 
portable, 1,000 psi pressure washer. 
It was the very first self-contained, 
gas-powered pressure washer on 
the market.

MIGHTY WITH PURPOSE
Spiegel named his company, Mi-T-M, 
as a response to the “mini-craze” of 
the 1970s. “Everything was mini,” he 
says. “That image was the opposite 
of what I wanted for my company. 
My company was destined to be 
‘Mighty’.” So he paired that with the 
Roman numeral “M” and the rest is 
history. In 1972, Spiegel was building 
and selling his first model to local 
farmers and paint contractors, but it 
was the success at trade shows that 
really generated sales. “It was a hit. 
We had all sorts of requests for that 
machine.” he says, so in 1973 Spiegel 
began to focus solely on his growing 
pressure washer manufacturing 
company. In 1978, the company had 

eight employees and in 1982 that 
number doubled. Two years later 
it doubled again. Today, Mi-T-M 
employs more than 450 talented and 
dedicated people.

Like the growth of the organization, 
Mi-T-M’s product line also expanded. 
Mi-T-M now manufactures more than 
200 different models of pressure 
washers including gasoline, diesel, and 
electric powered in both cold and hot 
water models. In 1998, water reclaim 
and treatment systems were added 
to the product mix, followed by air 
compressors and industrial wet and dry 
vacuums in 1999. Always looking to 
diversify, Mi-T-M began manufacturing 
industrial generators, multipurpose air 
compressor/generator combinations, 
air compressor/generator/welder 
combinations, jobsite boxes, portable 
heaters, and transfer pumps.

PRESSURE WASHER POPULAR
Of the many models of pressure 
washers manufactured by Mi-T-M, hot 
water pressure washers have grown in 
popularity. They are ideal for removing 
heavy mud and muck from equipment, 
vehicles, and trailers, as well as 

removing grease, dirt, and grime 
around buildings.

Powered by a gasoline 389cc Honda 
GX390 overhead valve engine with 
direct drive AR pump, the 3500 PSI 
HSP Series is a top seller. This powerful 
washer is designed for industrial 

and commercial cleaning and 
is extremely reliable. The 

durable, reinforced powder 
coated steel roll cage 
frame makes it almost 
indestructible, but it is 
still easy to move around 
any jobsite. It features a 
unique burner design for 
better fuel efficiency and a 
patented Electro Magnetic 
Firing (EMF) system. This 
EMF system eliminates the 
need for a 12 volt battery to 
operate the burner.

For even more cleaning 
power, the HSP Series washer 

includes a built-in low pressure 
detergent injector and comes with 

a 50-foot steel wire-braided high 
pressure hose, 48-inch adjustable 

pressure insulated dual wand, and 
four quick connect nozzles for a 

variety of cleaning tasks. It carries a 
3-year Honda engine limited warranty 
and 7-year AR pump limited warranty.

Built to blast away mud, grease, 
and grime, the HSP Series hot water 
pressure washer is one of a kind 
and can handle tough cleaning and 
demanding jobsites. It is a great 
addition to any contracting fleet.

See how to use this hot water 
pressure washer here: www.mitm.com/
support/videos/how-to-use-a-hot-
water-gas-pressure-washer/ 

YOUR JOB IS IMPORTANT TO US
Having the right equipment for 
a job is important and at Mi-
T-M all equipment comes with a 
guarantee of unbeatable customer 
service and technical support. 
For more information on Mi-
T-M Corporation’s complete 
line of products and customer 
service, visit www.mitm.com or 
call 800.553.9053. n
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Today’s construction industry is 
highly competitive and contractors 
face a wave of new technology 

that may—at times—feel more like a 
tsunami. With Silicon Valley pouring 
billions into artificial intelligence, 
virtual reality, and robotics, many 
contractors are struggling to make sense 
of the best tech available to help them 
grow their business.

Whether you are a large commercial 
construction company or a family-
run plumbing contractor, one thing 
is certain, contractors need 
solutions designed to save 
time, reduce costs, improve 
productivity, and strengthen 
profit margins.  Building and 
preserving a project backlog is 
one way contractors can gain 
some stability and it starts with 
faster takeoff, more accurate 
estimates, and fewer errors.

For 30 years, On Center 
Software has helped 
contractors bid and win more 
work by transitioning them 
from manual to digital takeoff. 
Our full range of industry-leading 
takeoff and estimating software tools 
are intuitive and easy-to-use. They 
empower all construction trades to 
swiftly adjust cost and easily see 
profitability. This means contractors 
can stress less and protect profits 
throughout the job.

POWERFUL ESTIMATING TOOLS
For many estimators, being able to 
highlight, measure, record, assemble, 
summarize, price, submit, track, and 
manage all projects right from their 
laptops can be a huge competitive 
advantage. When a construction 
business can automate their workflows 
from bid to build to completion, it is 
much easier to handle change orders, 
addendums, and alternates than with 
manual, siloed tools.

When estimators use On Center’s 
fully integrated software—On-Screen 
Takeoff® (OST) with Quick Bid®—they 
not only improve their bid-to-win ratio, 
but reduce rework and save takeoff 
calculations for the next bid. These 
integrated tools are designed to speed 
up the process and improve accuracy 
for material takeoff and estimating. 

By keeping a digital, historical record 
of bids and jobs, it is easier for a 
construction business to get a jump 
start on the next bid.

 With On-Screen Takeoff, everything 
required for the next estimate is just 
a few clicks away. No more triple 
checking spreadsheets. By sharpening 
accuracy, construction businesses can 
position themselves to consistently 
beat the competition.

For example, many contractors use 
Quick Bid’s eQuotes feature for current 

pricing of suppliers and vendors 
and for generating change orders 
that can be priced independently 
or included as part of the entire 
job. Automatic calculations also 
mean greater accuracy and less time 
calculating results.

 
WIN MORE PROFITABLE WORK
With On-Screen Takeoff and Quick 
Bid, any construction business can 
quickly respond to questions and 
verify bids. With On-Screen Takeoff, it 
is as simple as the click and drag of a 
mouse to view electronic plans, takeoff 
multiple quantities, spot revisions, 
create RFIs, and more. This allows 
estimators to easily add alternate 
pricing for items the client may want 
to see as an add or deduct.

 Starting a new project bid or 
budget is also much simpler when 
you can create databases where all 
material pricing, production rates, 
and more are stored—rather than 
searching through spreadsheets. 
Since much of what estimators do 
is very repetitive, they can pull 
this information with the click of a 
button using Quick Bid.

Together, these tools can put a 
construction business in a position to 
bid and win more work. It is a huge 
game-changer to be able to compile 
itemized costs, labor rates, change 
orders, and materials to precisely 
predict the cost of a job to avoid 
bidding too high or too low.

 
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
Estimating is the cornerstone of 
every construction business. Many 
construction businesses

find significant savings 
in eliminating the need to 
print, handle, and store 
bulky paper-based plans and 
other documents. Electronic 
documents imported directly 
into On-Screen Takeoff allow 
estimators to easily takeoff 
all aspects of the project. The 
estimator specifies and views 
individual conditions directly on 
the computer screen.

Being able to save takeoff 
calculations for incoming 
addendums before bid day 

means fewer errors and rework. 
Instead of estimators spending hours 
and days sifting through marked-up 
plans and prior estimates, they can 
shorten the time spent quantifying 
plans and reworking measurements.

With the overlay feature of On-
Screen Takeoff, estimators can more 
easily compare, side-by-side, two 
versions of a drawing as deleted items 
are in red, and added items are in 
blue. This makes it easier to instantly 
spot plan revisions. Using time-saving 
takeoff tools means your business 
can improve accuracy, present more 
professional bids, and win more 
profitable projects.

 
GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH 
ON CENTER
By catering to all construction 
sub-industries—from general 
contractors to plumbers and 
electricians—On Center Software 
is helping contractors leave manual 
takeoff behind, improve productivity, 
and grow their profits. n

For more information, visit
www.oncenter.com/schedule-demo.

ON CENTER SOFTWARE

ARE YOU READY TO  
TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS?  

SEE FOR YOURSELF WHY  
ON CENTER SOFTWARE IS TRUSTED  
BY MORE THAN 40,000 USERS.
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THE POWER GRIPZ, founded in 
2012, is dedicated to producing 
the highest quality gloves in the 

industry.
Founded on the need for innovation 

in the industry, The Power Gripz 
remains committed to superior 
innovation for customers worldwide, 
offering multiple styles of leather 
protectors and work gloves that meet 
and exceed industry standards, and 
the standards of its valued end users. 

 For more than a century, other 
manufacturers offered nothing in 
terms of innovation. The Power Gripz 

changed all that bringing innovation 
and solutions to industries—and 
more importantly to end users. The 
Power Gripz is the first choice in grip 
solutions and has been embraced by 
end users in a variety of industries. 

THE POWER GRIPZ , originally 
designed by linemen—for linemen—
has expanded to fully service most all 
industries for hand protection, while 

delivering Quality, Durability, and 
Performance. The Power Gripz offers 
choice and selection for any job. From 
Cut Resistant and Standard Protectors, 
including Standard Cuff, Bell Cuff, 
and Contour Cuff, to Low Voltage 
options in both 10-inch and 13-inch 
lengths. The Power Gripz also features 
a complete line of work gloves 
including highly durable all leather, 
cut resistant, thinsulate cold weather, 
FWR, and Mechanic styles. The Power 
Gripz uses only the highest quality 
materials ensuring ultimate protection 
and maximum comfort.

NEW OFFERINGS FOR 2019
New offerings for 2019 include The 
Power Gripz BARE SERIES, our top-
quality HIGH AND LOW voltage 
leather protectors featuring a natural 
grip for those that prefer a traditional 
protector, as well as a DRIVER & 
CLIMBER STYLE WORK GLOVE.

End users ask and we listen. 
Those who demand and choose 
reliable, unsurpassed quality in the 
tools they put to work choose THE 
POWER GRIPZ.

Call Carrie Dillon, national 
sales manager, at 216.285.9030 or 
440.387.9827 for more information 
and to get your crew in a pair of THE 
POWER GRIPZ! n

SAFETY MATTERS TO EVERYONE—so 
GET A GRIP ON SAFETY with THE 

POWER GRIPZ .

Woman owned/operated, proudly 
serving hard working men and women.

THE POWER GRIPZ

TPG3-CLIMBER-PS XL/Length 13 in. TPG3-014K-BARE/Length 14 in. TPG3-DRIVER-K-100

WHATEVER YOUR HAND PROTECTION NEEDS,  
THE POWER GRIPZ HAS YOUR PERFECT FIT! 
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Based in Michigan City, Indiana, 
Sullair is one of the largest air 
compressor manufacturers in 

the world. Sullair has an extensive 
global distributor network that serves 
customers in nearly every corner of 
the globe.

For more than 50 years, Sullair 
has remained a leader at developing 
innovative compressed air solutions 
with world-class efficiency. As one 
of the first to execute rotary screw 
technology in air compressors, Sullair 
equipment is known around the world 
for its legendary durability.

Following an acquisition by Hitachi 
in 2017, Sullair is using the combined 
strengths of both compressor 
companies to provide high efficiency, 
high quality, and optimized air 
solutions satisfying customers’ 
operating needs.

Since 1965, Sullair has built 
a promise to customers on three 
pillars: reliability, durability, 
and performance. 

RELIABILITY
Customers who work with Sullair 
have found that the intangibles make 
all the difference—things like trust, 
confidence, and peace of mind. They 
go to work every day having full faith 
in their equipment, as well as the 
knowledge that dedicated distributors 
and Sullair personnel have their back 
every step of the way.

DURABILITY
Built to last, Sullair compressors are 
in it for the long haul, driven by the 

design of the legendary air end. On 
jobsites all over the world, Sullair 
compressors stand the test of time, 
running consistently today like they 
did on day one.

PERFORMANCE
Sullair compressors do what they’re 
supposed to do, and they do it well 
for years, if not decades. It’s not 
uncommon to see 30- or 40-year-
old Sullair compressors working on 
the roadside. 

The Sullair vision for success is two-
fold: produce clean, quality air for the 
job at hand and provide cost-effective 
solutions for now and the long term. 

COMMAND THE JOBSITE
The Sullair Portable compressor 
fleet is ideal for tackling a variety of 
applications. With a range of sizes, 
pressures and flows—along with a 
complete selection of Air Tools—the 
Sullair lineup offers maneuverability, 
easy maintenance, and an air end 
built to stand the test of time. Proof 
can be found on jobsites around the 
world—from construction to mining 
and more—where Sullair compressors 
are delivering increased productivity 
day in and day out.

The workhorse of the elite Sullair 
mobile fleet is the Sullair 185 Tier 
4 Final portable air compressor, 
a compact design for easy 
maneuverability and impressive fuel 
economy with a 20-gallon fuel tank 
providing up to 10 hours of use drive 
this unit’s versatility. The 185 includes 
the legendary Sullair 14-Series air 

end to help provide long-lasting 
durability. Plus, the Sullair 185 
includes an enclosed large tool 
box—perfect to carry Sullair 
construction air tools to and from 
the jobsite. 

The Sullair 375 Series of air 
compressors provides higher pressures 
in a compact package—helping 
maximize rental opportunities.

Sullair offers four models in the 
375 family with rated pressures 
from 150 to 200 psi providing air 
flow up to 425 cfm. This versatile 
product offering provides air power 
for applications ranging from general 
construction to abrasive blasting to 
optical fiber installation.

The 375 Series maximizes engine 
power into pressure and air flow 
volume, allowing users to run at a 
higher power with the flip of a switch 
on select models within the family. 
The engine-mounted after-treatment 
allows Sullair to package the engine 
into a 25 percent smaller footprint 
compared to previous Sullair models, 
helping with towing and jobsite 
maneuverability. Swing doors provide 
maximum access for all service and 
maintenance items. 

All Sullair 375 Series air 
compressors feature the legendary 
Sullair 16-Series air end as well as 
Sullair AWF® All Weather Fluid, 
helping ensure compressor operations 
in even the harshest conditions. The 
Sullair 375H, 400HH, and 425H 
compressors feature Caterpillar C4.4 
engines, while the 400H features a 
Cummins QSF3.8. n

SULLAIR
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Henderson-based Xtreme Manufacturing LLC is 
known today as one of the leading manufacturers of 
telehandlers for the North American market. Xtreme 

telehandlers are widely used for lifting materials in the 
construction, mining, energy, infrastructure, oil and gas, and 
agricultural sectors. 

Founded in 2003, Xtreme Manufacturing was born from 
Don Ahern’s personal experience in the rental industry, 
struggling to find a reliable telehandler for his fleet. Inspired 
to produce his own machine that overcame common 
engineering faults of products available at the time, Don 
purchased Western Attachments Company in 1999, an 
Oregon-based forklift company that specialized in rough 
terrain vertical mast forklifts. 

In January 2003, Don rebranded Western Attachments Co. 
as Xtreme Manufacturing 
and launched the first 
Xtreme telehandler, 
the XRM945. With a 
maximum reach of 45 ft, 
the XRM945 had a lift 
capacity of 9,000 lbs. 

Foreseeing anticipated 
growth of the company, 
Xtreme Manufacturing 
relocated from Oregon 
to Las Vegas, Nevada in 
2003. Increasing demand 
for products and the larger 
scale of the equipment 
brought Xtreme to relocate 
to a new corporate 
headquarters in Henderson, 
Nevada, in 2016.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Offering the largest range of heavy-duty and high-capacity 
telehandlers in North America, Xtreme’s product line 
currently includes 17 models of telehandlers with capacities 
ranging from 5,900 lbs to 70,000 lbs and lift heights ranging 
from 19 ft to 70 ft. Designed to outlast and outperform 
anything else in the industry, Xtreme has set the standard for 
safety, productivity, and reliability.

At World of Concrete 2018, Xtreme Manufacturing 
unveiled four new telehandler models to its range, including 
the Xtreme XR1570. Recognized as the World’s tallest fixed 
boom telehandler, the Xtreme XR1570 high-capacity roller 
boom telehandler is the ideal balance of reach, height, 
capacity, and maneuverability. Delivering an impressive 70 
ft maximum lift height, and a 15,000 lbs lift capacity, the 
XR1570 is an incredibly versatile material lift engineered to 
withstand the toughest working conditions. 

THE XTREME DIFFERENCE
All Xtreme telehandlers, including the XR1570, share key 
attributes that constitute “The Xtreme Difference,” including 
360-degree operator visibility from the cab, an integrated 
machine rated lift point for suspended loads, long-life boom 

rollers for smoother operation and minimal maintenance, and 
specially designed controls that allow the operator to keep one 
hand on the steering wheel at all times. A wider than industry-
standard outrigger stance provides additional stability, and 
standard auxiliary hydraulics means that the lift can be fitted 
with a wide range of attachments for flexibility on the job.

The 70 ft maximum lift height on the XR1570 overshadows 
its other striking feature, which is its extensive forward reach. 
At its maximum, the XR1570 can reach 53 ft, 10 inches with 
a lift capacity of up to 3,000 lbs, making it an alternative to 
a crane. This substantial forward reach is particularly useful 
in solar projects, culvert projects, wind farms, infrastructure, 
steel erections, stick framing applications, as well on jobsites 
with difficult access, such as for masonry contractors working 
on restoration projects.

ALTERNATIVE TO 
CRANES
Due to its versatile lift 
height, lift capacity 
and forward reach, 
the Xtreme XR1570 
has become a popular 
product within the 
construction industry 
as it can be used as an 
alternative to cranes. 
This presents real cost 
savings to a contractor, 
as it requires only one 
certified telehandler 
operator, versus a 
crane that requires one 
certified crane operator, 
a crane oiler, and a 

crane flagger. In addition, telehandlers are widely known to 
offer significant productivity benefits over cranes in many 
applications, as they do not require any set-up or dismantle, 
and are able to pick and carry the load. 

Like all Xtreme telehandlers, the XR1570 benefits from a 
heavy-duty, all-steel construction designed to deliver a long 
working life. Weighing in at 47,100 lbs, the XR1570 has a 
robust chassis with a 147 inch wheelbase, ground clearance 
of 15 inches, and a turning radius of 15 ft, 10 inches. Many 
options are available for the XR1570, including a choice of 
open and enclosed cabs, with heat and air conditioning, as 
well as multiple fork tines and carriages, including a side 
tilt carriage. The XR1570 can be further customized with 
attachments, including a 72 inch pole grapple, sling mount, 
truss booms, and buckets. 

Using a 134 hp, Tier 4-Final Deutz engine, the XR1570 is 
equipped with a 72 gallon fuel capacity and has a 72 inch 
fixed carriage. The lift utilizes a C-class carriage to handle 
the higher capacity loads. 

Designed to provide a long working life, all Xtreme 
telehandlers are backed by an industry-leading 10yr-5yr-2yr 
warranty, and are built in the USA. The new Xtreme XR1570 
is available to order now. n

XTREME MANUFACTURING 
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ALLIANCE TIRE GROUP

The Alliance Tire Group (ATG), 
Inc., is one of the fastest-
growing manufacturers of 

off-highway tires in the world. ATG’s 
Galaxy brand is a global leader 
in tires for skid steers, loaders, 
telehandlers, and other construction 
and industrial equipment. 

Galaxy tires are purpose-built to 
handle the real-life challenges modern 
contractors encounter on the jobsite, 
and help make crews more productive 
and profitable. And, with more than 
2,000 patterns and sizes across the 
Alliance, Galaxy, and Primex brands, 
ATG has one of largest and most 
diverse off-road and industrial product 
lineups in the business. 

MORE SOLUTIONS 
Galaxy SDS (Severe Duty Solid) 
and radial OTR (off-the-road) tires 
provide modern contractors with 
more solutions than ever. The rugged, 
solid SDS tires play a tireless defense, 
warding off damage from sharp 
metal, jagged concrete, and grinding 
pavement. Meanwhile, the Galaxy 
radial OTR line goes on the offense, 
increasing fuel efficiency and tire life, 
improving traction and flotation, and 
reducing wear on machinery.

GLOBAL TEAM
As a major global supplier for some 
of the world’s most trusted equipment 
manufacturers—including CNH, John 
Deere, and Caterpillar—ATG has won 
positions on hundreds of OE fitments.

The ATG global R&D team 
maintains constant contact with 
customers in the field. World-class 
engineers collaborate closely with 
construction professionals and 
equipment companies every day, 
developing and refining tires to 
deliver premium performance. 

Alliance, Galaxy, and Primex tires 
are backed by ATG's global team, 
too. With a nationwide network 
of warehouses and a dedicated 
staff of customer service and field 
engineering experts, ATG makes it 
easy to get the tires contractors need. 
And the company stands behind 
every tire with an aggressive, updated 
warranty program and a quick, 
streamlined warranty app. n

CONTRACTORS CAN SELECT A TIRE THAT'S 
PURPOSE-BUILT FOR THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE.
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AMERICAN AUGERS
Al Richmond began building auger boring machines 

under the name Richmond Manufacturing in 
1961. By 1970, under Leo Barbera, Richmond 

Manufacturing spun off into American Augers and 
continued to focus on auger boring machines.

PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY
Over the years, the company has focused heavily 
on developing products and systems which improve 
productivity while increasing overall safety for 
underground construction. American Augers was the 
first company to eliminate chains and go completely 
to rack and pinion on all HDD (horizontal directional 
drilling) rigs. 

Realizing the need for exit pit crews to be able 
to lockout drills so they can work directly on 
the drill string or exit side tooling, the company 
developed es!lok®, in 2001. Oftentimes, drill 
operators may not be able to see the exit pit crew, 
and miscommunication with two-way radios can 
lead to unexpected movement of the drill pipe, 
which can cause serious injury and even death. This 
system allows workers at the exit side to “lockout” the 
movement of the pipe, increasing the safety for those 
working in the exit pit.

PIONEERING IDEAS
The company continues to drive the industry forward with 
new pioneering ideas. The most recent groundbreaking 
advancement is a new spin on the way the company 
started, with the new electric auger boring machine. 
Keeping fumes out of the pit is a big issue, especially with 
deep pit boring. This new machine has enough power 
to get through tough bores, is user-friendly, and can be 
operated out of the pit with the new remote control. 
The new electric auger boring machine has also proven 
successful in extreme cold jobsite locations.

In 2012, Charles Machine Works acquired American 
Augers and Trencor, which brought Trencor manufacturing 
under the same roof as American Augers in West Salem, 
Ohio. Specializing in large scale trenching and surface 
mining, Trencor has a history dating back to 1945 and 
is known for long lasting and reliable equipment. Both 
brands are now manufactured with quality, durability, and 
support in mind.

 
CUSTOMER-FOCUSED
American Augers / Trencor takes pride in the support 
they give customers around the world. Their dedicated 
service team is responsive, knowledgeable, and available 
24-hours a day, 365 days a year. n
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Located in Rock Hill, South 
Carolina, Applied Machinery 
Sales (AMS) has been doing 

business since 2010. President Garth 
McGillewie knows construction 
well. He grew up in construction, 
working in all facets of manufacturing, 
operations, field work, and import/
export. His business, AMS, is the 
exclusive importer and distributor for 
three lines of equipment, starting with 

Merlo Telehandlers and Rotos, recently 
adding AIRO self-propelled manbaskets 
and VF-Venieri earthmoving machines. 

McGillewie shares, “We only import 
and distribute machinery that exceeds 
what is expected. Our equipment, 
all built to a higher standard, offers 
better overall quality and many safety 
features. These machines are available 
through direct sales and our growing 
dealer network.”

One word sums up how AMS adds 
value to the contractor: versatility. 
Each line of equipment offers the right 
combination of models and features so 
a contractor’s needs and requirements 
can be met or even exceeded. n

For more information, visit  
www.appliedmach.com.

APPLIED MACHINERY SALES
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CONVEYOR APPLICATION 
SYSTEMS
Since 2004, Conveyor Applications Systems “CAS®” 

(www.slingers.com) has been the forefront leader in 
offering an extensive line of on-road and off-road 

“Slingers” along with Reloaders to the heavy-construction 
industry. As the only American Made Slinger Manufacturer, 
CAS was the first to introduce new patented technology that 
eliminated high wear maintenance items in the “traditional” 
Slinger truck and allowed for greater material “slinging” 
distance.  The CAS line of off-road Slingers such as the AT7, 
TR20, and TR30 gives contractors flexibility by having the 
capability to sling material into locations that were once 
deemed impossible due to limited “truck access.” Imagine 
having access to a tool that allowed placement of material 
wherever needed?  CAS off-road Slingers, equipped with 
proprietary wireless technology, allows for wireless control 
as far away as 900 feet and when combined with an RL26HD 
reloader, the CAS off-road fleet has continuous working 
capabilities, which eliminates costly downtime. 

Not to be outdone, the CAS on-road fleet gets a whole lot 
of attention as well, with the SuperTrack and all-new CAS 
Fat Boy Slinger truck. True to form, the new Fat Boy was a 

completely new design that took the Slinger truck industry 
by storm and eliminated many of the “issues” plaguing 
the “traditional” Slinger Truck design. The new sleek, low-
profile design is safer to operate and the zero degree feed 
floor, among the widest in the industry, reduces bridging 
and sticking. The CAS Fat Boy was built for the experienced 
Slinger Truck owners/operators and is packed full of 
functionality. Whether you choose the CAS Fat Boy or the 
SuperTrack, CAS Slinger Trucks are in a class of their own.

CAS Slingers are currently deployed across the globe in a 
variety of working environments, moving material faster and 
with less expense than traditional methods. The CAS Slinger 
ownership family is an invaluable partner in our quest to 
build the best, most advanced Slingers in the industry. As 
CAS owners continue to find new and exciting ways for CAS 
Slingers to be used, we gain valuable knowledge that we put 
to work every day to refine our Slingers. n

CAS® SLINGERS DO THE WORK,  
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO!
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CURRY SUPPLY COMPANY
A Driven Industry Leader with Proven Results

Curry Supply 
Company is a family 
owned business 

established in 1932. Over 
the past 80 years, Curry 
Supply has grown to be 
one of America’s largest 
manufacturers and dealers 
of commercial service 
vehicles, with a team of 
committed individuals 
who bring their talents, 
skills, and passion to the 
table every day to help 
customers solve their most 
pressing commercial service 
equipment challenges.

Curry Supply services the oil and gas, construction, 
equipment rental, mining, agriculture, waste, rail, and 
a variety of other industries. Starting out as a general 
store selling supplies to the farming community in the 
1930’s, Curry Supply evolved through the years to include 

manufacturing capabilities 
of new equipment including 
vacuum trucks, winch 
trucks, mechanics trucks, 
on-road and off-road water 
trucks, on-road and off-road 
fuel/lube trucks, and others.

All engineering, 
manufacturing, assembly, 
painting, financing, shipping, 
and warranty are done in-
house. Sales and service 
are provided throughout the 
United States and international 
delivery is available. 

Whether you are pushing, 
pulling, digging, scraping, or 

hauling, Curry Supply has the standard and custom vehicles 
needed to keep you moving and making money. n

For more information, call 814.793.2829
or visit www.currysupply.com.



Established February 1998, family-
owned and operated Dominion 
Equipment Parts LLC celebrates its 

20th anniversary this year. 
In just two decades, Dominion 

has become the OEM provider for 
Yanmar and Morooka equipment parts, 
developed its own brand of high-
quality rubber track replacements, and 
is one of the nation’s leading track 
importers, supplying rubber tracks for 
38 crawler equipment brands. 

Dominion is also a distributor of 
undercarriage parts for top brand 
names including Bobcat, Caterpillar, 
Gehl, Kubota, Takeuchi, and Mustang, 
providing sprockets, rollers, and 
idlers. It is the solely authorized North 
American distributor of specialized, 
compact dumpers and concrete trucks 
manufactured by Fiori. Its geographic 
range includes the 48 contiguous 

United States, Canada, Mexico, and 
South and Central America. 

Dominion initially shipped 
nationwide from Richmond, Virginia, 
its original base of operations. To 
improve delivery times, Dominion 
established distribution hubs in 
Dallas and Cincinnati, then added 
Jacksonville, Sacramento, Albany, 
and Portland. In 2015, it added a 
Canadian hub in Leduc, Alberta. Each 
was chosen for its logistical efficiency 
to give the region’s customers same-
day shipping with next-day delivery. 
Customers who choose to can also 
pick up their tracks or parts right 
from a regional warehouse, since 
each distribution hub also has a 
dedicated sales staff.

One of Dominion’s greatest assets 
is a strong dealer network offering 
Dominion Rubber Tracks and associated 

parts, including Yanmar and Morooka. 
The network includes United Rentals, 
the largest rental agency on the 
continent with more than 960 locations.

Going forward, Dominion is 
focusing on improving its inventory 
and distribution capabilities even 
further, as well as supporting the Fiori 
Group machines it introduced in 2016. 
The compact, user-friendly vehicles 
increase productivity, flexibility, and 
operator safety in confined spaces such 
as narrow lanes, alleys, and tunnels. 
They are ideal for working in crowded 
city centers or in environmentally 
sensitive habitats and valued 
landscapes with restricted access. n
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DOMINION  
EQUIPMENT PARTS 
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DREDGE CENTRAL, LLC
Dredge Central, LLC specializes in refurbished cutter 

suction dredging equipment for sand and aggregate 
producers and navigational dredging contractors. 

Custom builds and direct replacement equipment items are 
available with shorter lead times than OEM suppliers. 

Dredge Central builds cutter heads, complete cutter drive 
systems, and hydraulic systems for all brands of dredges 
with new, used, and refurbished dredge pumps, power units, 
clutches, marine gears, suction hoses, and discharge pipeline 
parts are available for dredges as well. Refurbished dredges 
with a warranty are a specialty with many in stock and 
ready for purchase or lease. New and used pipeline, fittings, 
and floats are available and we build booster pumps and 
work boats in-house to provide our customers a “one call” 
experience to equip their dredging project. 

Through our www.DredgeandPitTrader.com market place 
website, we offer our customers a world audience to sell their 
surplus equipment with maximum return. 

Dredge Central has a management team with decades of 
dredge building experience, so call 615.859.3733, or visit 
our location in Goodlettsville, Tennessee, only 25 minutes 
from Nashville International Airport BNA for solutions to your 
dredging challenges. n

www.dredgecentral.com 

EXPERIENCE IS WHAT SETS US APART 
FROM OTHERS IN THIS BUSINESS—WE 
HAVE DECADES OF DEDICATED DREDGE 
EXPERIENCE TO BUILD AND REFURBISH 

DREDGING EQUIPMENT. 
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The Eberspaecher Group is one of the world’s 
leading system developers and suppliers of exhaust 
technology, vehicle heaters, and bus air conditioning 

systems. Eberspaecher is also a professional innovation 
partner for the automotive industry in air conditioning of 
special purpose vehicles and in automotive electronics.

Eberspaecher NA, formerly Espar Heater Systems, offers 
product solutions for climate control and sells and services fuel-
operated heaters and AC solutions for a variety of applications 
including trucks, school buses, vocational vehicles, vans, 
marine, military, off-highway equipment, and passenger cars.

Sales, After Sales Support, and Service groups, 
Eberspaecher reaches out to the market through a number 
of different channels including: OEM”s, OEM dealers, Large 
Distributors, Dealers, and Independents.

Eberspaecher heating systems utilize 12 or 24 volt 
battery systems and gasoline or diesel as an on-board fuel. 
They operate as diesel or gasoline furnaces with sealed 
combustion chambers. Eberspaecher Air heater’s use forced 
air as a heating medium while the Eberspaecher Coolant 
heaters circulate the engine coolant to transfer heat. 

BUNK HEATERS
Eberspaecher Air Heaters have heat outputs that range from 6,000 
BTU to 41,000 BTU. These air systems are compact with all heat 
creation and fan distribution neatly packaged within the unit. 
The heaters have from two to four heat levels and cycle between 
these levels according to the temperature desired by the user.

ENGINE PRE-HEATERS
Eberspaecher Coolant Heaters have heat outputs that range 
from 5,500 BTU to 120,000 BTU. These coolant systems are 
compact with all heat creation, fan distribution, and plumbing 
neatly packaged within the unit. The heaters have from two to 
four heat levels and cycle between these levels to maintain a 
constant coolant temperature called for by the control unit.

By owning and operating its engineering and 
manufacturing facilities, Eberspaecher NA is meeting 
the specific needs of customers today and developing 
technologies for meeting the customer needs in the future. n

www.eberspaecher-na.com

EBERSPAECHER CLIMATE 
CONTROL SYSTEMS NA
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EFFICIENCY PRODUCTION
E fficiency Production—America’s 

Trench Box Builder™—is 
an Arcosa Shoring Products 

Company. Efficiency provides the 
widest selection of standard and 
custom trench shielding and shoring 
systems, including:

•  Steel and Aluminum 
Trench Shields

•  Steel Manhole Shields
•  The industry-leading  

Build-A-Box™ Aluminum 
Modular Trench Shielding System

•  Hydraulic Shores, Rescue 
Shores, Hi-Clearance Shores, and 
Hydraulic Aluminum Shields

Efficiency Production’s versatile 
products are designed specifically 
for safe and cost-effective 
installation of utility systems and 
infrastructure improvements. All 
products are P.E. certified to meet 
OSHA standards. Additionally, 

Efficiency Production manufactures 
the country’s PREMIER Slide 
Rail System, supported by the 
manufacturer’s Special Operations 
Shoring Division—the nation’s most 
experienced team of Slide Rail 
experts and installers.

Efficiency also supplies and 
services a full range of construction 
support equipment, including:

•  Stone Mizer™ Bedding Box 
Material Containers

•  Porta-Tank™ Water-tank and 
Power-Spray System

•  Road Plate
•  Pipe Pullers
•  Fall Protection
•  Tire Mud Cleaners

Founded by an underground 
contractor in 1971, Efficiency 
Production was the first company 
to commercially manufacture and 
distribute trench shields in the 

United States and Canada. Since 
then, Efficiency has grown to be 
the leading manufacturer of trench 
shielding and shoring equipment.

With a staff of professional 
engineers, product specialists, and 
a state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facility, Efficiency provides trench 
shielding and shoring equipment 
throughout the United States, 
Canada, South America, and many 
other parts of the world. 

Efficiency also offers a full range 
of custom engineering support, 
including: pre-bid CAD system 
drawings; special application 
design for highly challenging jobsite 
conditions; sales, marketing, and 
customer service support; and on-
site installation assistance from the 
country’s foremost Slide Rail System 
and Trench Shielding Specialists. n

For more information, call 800.552.8800, 
or visit www.efficiencyproduction.com.
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HANDY HITCH
Equipment for Road Construction and Maintenance

Handy Hitch Manufacturing 
Inc. (part of the Rancan Group 
of Companies) is a leading 

North American company specializing 
in the design and manufacture of 
equipment for road construction and 
maintenance. With flagship products 
like the Profile and Contour grader-
mounted Packer/Rollers, Handy Hitch 
is a leader in its industry for supplying 
high quality, low maintenance, and 
versatile equipment that gets the job 
done easily and effectively. 

PROFILE PACKER/ROLLER
The Profile frame has three main 
pivot points located at the rear of the 
frame. Each pivot point is linked via 
hardened steel pins and bushing to 
an arm assembly that is controlled 
by a hydraulic cylinder and central 
Pressure Relief System for down 
pressure control. Each of the three 
arms is then attached to a walking 
beam. Each walking beam has two 
6,000 lb double-ended spindle and 
hub assemblies, complete with 14-ply 
smooth roller tires. The frame design 
enables you to follow the contour of 
the road by diverting oil from one 
hydraulic cylinder to another via the 
hydraulic pressure relief system. The 
Profile is attached directly to the rear 
of the grader; the lift assembly frame 
comes with a standard 24-inch offset. 
Available options are a quick attach 
plate and front steering pivot plate.

CONTOUR PACKER/ROLLER
Simple to use by a single operator, the 
Contour Packer/Roller has a unique 
independent contour frame system that 
allows the compactor tires to follow 
the exact contour of the road. This 
system maintains constant pressure 
by the tires on the road and leaves a 
smooth, uniform surface. The Contour 
machines are designed to mount easily 
to any brand of grader ripper bar. n

Handy Hitch provides superior 
equipment to worldwide customers. For any 

questions or where to locate a dealer,  
call 800.665.2490.
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LIND EQUIPMENT 
Designs Award-winning Portable Construction Site Lighting

The award-winning Lind 
Equipment Beacon LED tower 
brings you all the light you've 

come to expect from traditional 4 x 
1000W metal halide light towers, but 
in a completely unexpected package. 
Compact, lightweight, and truly man-
portable, the Beacon LED Tower can 
be transported with ease without any 
compromise in durability and stability. 

The Beacon LED Tower puts out 
the same light levels as a generator 
light tower, but uses 80 percent less 
electricity. You can plug two Beacon 
LED Towers into a single 15A outlet, 
or use a small 1000W generator that 
stores easily in the cabinet. Beacon 
LED Towers can fit through man doors 
and you can transport two in the back 
of a full-size pickup. 

And, the best part is that they are 
half the cost of traditional light towers.

Lind Equipment also makes a suite 
of temporary construction site lighting 
called the LED Jobsite. The LED Jobsite 
system is an award-winning system of 
purpose-built, patented plug and play 
LED temporary construction lights 
that you can mix and match to fit your 
project, and all the projects to come. 

The LED Jobsite pays for itself on 
the first project, and will dramatically 
reduce downtime, site injuries, and 
maintenance and installation costs. 
Substantial labor savings will be 
realized as LED Jobsite lights require 
significantly less circuits and are 
easier to install, move, and take down. 
Adopting the LED Jobsite will pay 
itself back on the first project, and 
with the benefit of reusing the lights 
on multiple projects, you will further 
increase your ROI.

To date, the LED Jobsite has saved 
over 150 million kWh of electricity 
and reduced CO2 emissions by over 
100,000 metric tons. n

See more about these products at  
Lind Equipment’s booth C7406 at  

World of Concrete, or at  
www.beaconledtower.com and  

www.ledjobsite.com. 
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Seventeen years ago, the vision was to manufacture a mobile 
crusher that could attach itself to a range of excavators, 
with the crushing capabilities of a traditional crusher, 

but with the flexibility to crush on site and in difficult areas. 
Thus, Carlo Azzolin and his family introduced a new type of 
machinery to the market—the crusher bucket. 

Present day, the family business known as MB Crusher, led 
by Azzolin’s five children, has expanded worldwide, with seven 
international subsidiaries and an extensive network of dealers 
and distributors who sell to more than 150 countries. 

FULL PRODUCT LINE
Over the years, the company expanded its first original BF90.3 
crusher bucket, a patented jaw crusher, into a full product line 
with several model variations and sizes. Initially created for a 
range of excavators, the company has expanded its crusher line 
to include attachments for skid loaders, loaders, and backhoes. 

CRUSH ON-SITE
The mobile crushers allow contractors to recycle waste materials 
immediately on the jobsite rather than have the materials 
transported to a static crusher. The crushing attachments can 
crush railway sleepers, hollow core walls, reinforced and non-
reinforced concrete, natural stone, and asphalt into reusable 
aggregate materials for base or fill. 

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
MB’s crushing product line has expanded to include trommel 
screening attachments, 360° rotation grapples, dual and single 
head rotary drum cutters, for application in a wide range of 
industries and jobsites, including demolition, excavation, road 
work, quarries, mining, pipeline work, and environmental 
reclamation projects. 

EVER-EVOLVING
The company has continued to shape and evolve the crushing 
industry while keeping in mind the customers’ needs and 
providing them with a cost-effective and greener option 
for the environment. n

For information, visit MB America’s website 
at www.mbamerica.com, or contact the company at 

855.MB.CRUSH (855.622.7874).

MB Crusher is the worldwide leader in producing and  
distributing equipment and accessories for the fields of earthmoving, 

demolition, and recycling. MB America, Inc. is located in 
 Reno, Nevada, and is the American subsidiary  

of MB Crusher S.p.A. 

MB CRUSHER AMERICA, INC. 
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SPIN SCREED
Screed Support System Reduces Fill Volume by 85%

Spin Screed has developed 
and made available to 
contractors a screed 

support system that reduces the 
fill volume by 85 percent when 
compared with a pipe screed. 
The flat bar screed support 
system uses a plastic chair set 
on top of rebar driven to the 
proper grade. Instead of the 
contractor screeding off the top 
of a pipe, they screed off of the 
top of a flat bar. After the bar 
is removed, the small void left 
in the concrete is easily filled 
by simply bull floating the area. There is no need to fill, and 
this produces a fast and flat surface every time. A video of 
this screed support system is available on the Spin Screed 
website: www.spinscreed.com

Eighteen years ago, Joe Churchill, an experienced 
concrete contractor, developer, and builder, invented the 
first light-weight roller screed to serve the needs of his own 

construction business. He 
called the roller screed the Spin 
Screed and trademarked the 
name after becoming convinced 
that the Spin Screed he had just 
invented was better than any 
screed on the market. After 18 
years of production and steady 
growth, the Spin Screed can be 
found on some of the biggest 
projects in North America and 
16 countries around the world.

Big name contractors like 
Kiewit, Flatiron, TIC, and 
others, as well as countless 

small contractors, have discovered the benefits of the Spin 
Screed and put it to work on their jobs. The Spin Screed has 
been chosen to work on some of the biggest construction 
projects in North America, including the widest suspension 
bridge in the world and the world’s longest floating bridge.

Put the Spin Screed to work on your job and begin to reap 
the benefits of this amazing screed. n
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SUPERIOR 
TIRE & RUBBER 
CORP. 
American Manufacturing  
for American Workers

Superior Tire & Rubber Corp. is a leader in the design 
and manufacture of polyurethane and rubber industrial 
components with more than 50 years of experience. 

They manufacture thousands of unique components, 
many of which for some of the world’s most recognizable 
equipment brands: Caterpillar, Roadtec, Gomaco, Bomag, 
Carlson, among many others. Superior Tire’s products are 
used in material handling, construction, agriculture, and in 
specialized manufacturing operations. Superior Tire’s ability 
to keep up with the ever-evolving OEMs, as well as keeping 
an ear to the ground with equipment operators, has kept 
them far ahead of the competition and growing. During the 
past year, Superior Tire added two new facilities to its home 
base in Warren, Pennsylvania. The first is a 10,000-square-
foot mold manufacturing and precision machining 
operations facility. This business unit allows low volume/high 
precision work to be separate from high volume production 
manufacturing. Additionally, Superior Tire opened a 
23,000-square-foot Distribution Center to significantly 
improve its fulfillment efficiency, allowing further expansion 
of manufacturing operations at the main facilities.

When it comes to construction equipment components, 
Superior Tire has been designing and manufacturing rubber 
and polyurethane track pads for more than 40 years. Superior 
Tire’s industry leading Cushotrac® Track Pads are used to 
protect existing infrastructure from damage caused by the 
steel grouser shoes found on crawler type construction 
equipment. Working alongside contractors, operators, and 
mechanics on jobsites allowed Superior Tire to develop many 
styles of track pads to meet virtually every application. 

Aside from industry knowledge and stellar product 
offerings, Superior Tire also offers something none of its 
competitors do—written guarantees. Every Cushotrac®

track pad comes with two guarantees to begin with: 100% 
Work-Life Guarantee and No Bond Failure Guarantee. In 
Superior Tire’s application specific flagship products, the 
guarantees only get better. For excavators, their Cushotrac® 
ReDDi™ polyurethane Bolt-To-Link track pad (an industry 
first) features a staggering 2-Year or 2,000-Hour Wear-Life 
Guarantee. For Asphalt Milling machines, Superior Tire’s 
Cushotrac® Ultimate™ track pad features a 2,000-Hour 
Wear-Life Guarantee, upgradeable to 3,000 Hours. No other 
competitor can offer this type of protection because no other 
competitor has put as much dedication and confidence into 
their products. n

For more information, call 800.289.1456,  
or visit www.superiortire.com.
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TALLMAN EQUIPMENT
Tallman Equipment Co., Inc. is an employee-owned company 

headquartered in Columbus, Indiana. Tallman Equipment 
provides a variety of services such as tool distribution, 

manufacturing, tool rental, and tool repair for electric utility 
companies and contractors throughout the United States.

Everyone at Tallman Equipment subscribes to the belief 
that anything worth doing is worth doing well. That belief is 
cultivated from the upper management down to the newest 
employee. We continually try to improve our procedures and 
processes, many of which were instituted due to the growing 
partnerships with our customers.

As an established distributor, we provide the industry with 
a diverse list of tools and equipment from industry leading 
manufacturers and suppliers. Tallman Equipment can virtually 
provide you with every brand of tool on the market. In 
addition to sales, Tallman Equipment is an authorized repair 
facility for warranty and non-warranty repairs for a large 
number of tool manufacturers.

Included in our services we specialize in the assembly, 
repair and testing of ground sets, jumper sets, fiberglass 
tools, hydraulic/electric pumps and hoists, winch lines, and 
transformer slings. Tallman Equipment also rents a wide variety 
of tools and equipment including stringing blocks, fiberglass 
extension arms, compression tools, dies, hoists, grips, and 
much more. n
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Whether you’re in heavy construction, oil and 
gas, mining, or other sectors dependent on 
equipment reliability, your margins are getting 

smaller as your costs and expenses escalate. You need a 
way to maximize the ROI on your equipment investment 
by improving operator care and skills and increasing the 
teamwork between operations and maintenance. That’s just 
a fraction of what we do for our clients at TBR Strategies. 

TBR Strategies is one of the country’s foremost asset 
management consultancies specializing in maintenance 
and reliability. Our consulting team has partnered with 
some of the world’s largest companies in optimizing their 
equipment by leveraging a one-of-a-kind proprietary 
program of Total Process Reliability. Through these 
partnerships, we have delivered sustainable and ongoing 
improvements in equipment uptime, lower maintenance 
costs, and operator care and skill levels that have resulted 
in award winning clients. 

The TBR approach to Total Process Reliability is designed 
to help your company transition from a reactive to a 
proactive organization based on five distinct phases. Total 
Process Reliability is all about achieving specific goals 
to become best-in-class. That translates to having zero 
defects and making equipment breakdowns a thing of the 
past. The results have been nothing short of miraculous 

for leading companies across sectors that have seen major 
improvements in operational efficiencies that make the 
company stronger, more efficient, and more profitable.

We provide training and guidance to create a teamwork 
approach between operations and maintenance, refining 
the preventive maintenance process, and helping key 
stakeholders, managers, and the workforce become an 
active part of the process. n

For more information on how we can help reduce your 
maintenance cost, visit tbr-strategies.com.

TBR STRATEGIES
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LAW OFFICE OF 
ADELE L. ABRAMS PC
The Law Office of Adele L. Abrams PC is a multi-

attorney firm with offices in the DC area, Denver, and 
West Virginia. Our attorneys focus on representing 

employers nationwide in OSHA and MSHA litigation, and 
also provide incident investigation, safety auditing, and 
consulting services. The firm’s attorneys hold professional 
safety and health certifications including CSP, CIH, CMSP, 
and engineering degrees. In addition to on-site services, we 
can provide web-based training and program development 
and review, including compliance with the OSHA crystalline 
silica standard. The Law Office also represents employers 
in state employment and environmental matters in MD, DC, 
PA, MI, WV, CO, and MT. We also handle federal matters in 
multiple US District Courts, the US Courts of Appeal (DC, 3rd 
and 4th Cir.), and the US Supreme Court. 

Don't go it alone in your next OSHA, MSHA, EPA, or 
employment matter. The stakes are getting higher and can 
include criminal prosecution. n

For more information,  
visit www.safety-law.com. 

ALPINE
Rockwheel Americas is a division of Alpine Equipment, 

a trusted supplier of equipment for the construction, 
environmental, underground, and mining sectors 

for more than 45 years. Our Rockwheel is a powerful and 
precise rotary grinder with tremendous torque allowing for 
rapid and precise removal of rock and concrete, filling the 
niche between bucket excavation, hammers, and blasting. 
These heavy-duty attachments are also popular for post-blast 
scaling in the mining sector. A wide product line is available 
to equip excavators from the 1-ton to 75+ ton class. Included 
in the Rockwheel lineup is the patented Cutter-Bucket 
combination, which is a revolutionary tool for trenching 
in rock and frozen ground. In the environmental arena, we 
supply innovative hydraulic rotary soil mixing attachments for 
use in remediation, stabilization, and solidification projects. 
All products are available on a rental basis with purchase 
option. Alpine’s experienced team can help with job-specific 
customization and is always available for technical support, 
service and parts. n

TRUSTED SUPPLIER FOR  
MORE THAN 45 YEARS
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BIGFOOT CRANE 
COMPANY

BOLT STAR®

At Bigfoot Crane Company, our goal is to supply 
you with the widest range and most value-added 
selection of cranes and accessories in the tower 

crane industry.
We have brought together some of the best brands 

of tower cranes and cranes accessories in the world. 
Bigfoot Crane and its dealer network can be your 
one-stop shop from the smallest of self erectors to 
some of the largest tower cranes in the market today, 
all complemented with the accessories you need to 
maximize on-site performance.

With a crane company like Bigfoot Crane, buying and/
or renting a crane is not where the process ends—it’s 
just where it begins. We and our dealer network have 
you covered with full service and warranty support by 
factory-trained and certified technicians and we are 
experts at assisting customers with crane placement and 
other unique applications. n

For more information, call 604.556.6032,  
or visit www.bigfootcrane.com. 

BOLT STAR is now available for square forms and 
building foundations. The tool delivers a fast and 
accurate method of placing 4 anchor bolts in 

building foundations, spread footings and a wide variety 
of other concrete foundations requiring bolt circle or 
square bolt patterns. This award-winning bolt template 
enables contractors to work smarter, and pays for itself by 
delivering perfect bolts.

It’s Fast, easy to use and reusable. Set BOLT STAR on 
the round or square concrete form, install bolts, wire up 
the cage, and Bam! You’re done. No measuring, cutting, 
or drilling of holes. And, it’s reusable, so no need to 
waste labor and materials building a wood template for 
every foundation. n

Visit us at the World of Concrete 2019, Booth #S13056.
Call us at 844.380.STAR (7827)

www.bolt-star.com

For Round or Square Forms

YOU CAN’T AFFORD NOT TO TRY IT! 
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For 30 years, BoMetals has manufactured products for 
concrete construction. We listen to contractors and 
engineers to provide the best solutions for effective 

waterproofing, joints, and other masonry accessories. 
Understanding the engineer’s goals and contractor’s needs 

has helped us to develop new designs and improve old ones 
for better outcomes. We continually raise the bar with better 
solutions. And, we have a knowledgeable responsive team 
that knows how to get what you need, when you need it, 
avoiding costly job delays.

Experience has proven when schedules are tight; the way 
a material arrives on the job site can be critical. Extra effort 
is made to package, label, and deliver materials that are 
well organized and readily identified. As a manufacturer, we 
work diligently for responsive fulfillment and competitive 
pricing. For the next job, give BoMetals a chance to prove 
how we deliver responsive concrete solutions. n

For more information, 
visit www.bometals.com.

BOMETALS
Responsive Concrete Solutions

WE CONTINUE TO RAISE THE BAR WITH 
BETTER SOLUTIONS.

CARNIE CAP
Safer impalement protection and ease of installation are 

hallmarks of the Carnie Cap impalement protection 
system. They are national OSHA compliant and 

CAL-OSHA approved. The caps are easy to use and only 
two caps are needed per 8 feet of rebar (3 per 8 feet in 
California). They’re incredibly cost effective; instead of 
having to purchase a cap for each rebar, you can use far 
fewer pieces and still get better protection. They’re rarely 
knocked off or lost, so neither money nor precious time 
searching your jobsite for lost caps is wasted. Plus, these 
caps are reusable. Carnie Caps are made in the USA and 
shipped in boxes of 100. Ask about quantity specials. Check 
the website for additional information and safety articles. n

Find out more about ordering these life-saving tools 
for your construction jobs at www.carniecap.com,  

or call 309.736.9752.

INNOVATIVE REBAR 
IMPALEMENT PROTECTION 
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FODS Trackout Control System is an innovative, 
reusable, and highly effective alternative to the 
traditional stabilized construction entrance. Currently 

rock entrances are constructed using riprap, which become 
compacted, rutted, filled with mud, and are quickly deemed 
ineffective. FODS proprietary mat design works to actively 
remove mud and sediment from tires without aggressively 
shaking the vehicle or damaging the tire. 

As the only durable composite trackout control solution 
on the market, FODS construction mats eliminate the 
liability of rock from construction sites ending up in the 
roadway, and the waste of tons of riprap being sent to the 
landfill at the conclusion of every project. The design of 
FODS Trackout Control Mats work to eliminate airborne dust 
caused by vehicles passing over the construction exit while 
leaving the site. 

FODS manufactures all of our mats in the USA using 
extremely durable Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) and have been stressed tested for 10yrs+ 
of use. n

Contact FODS to learn more about our rapid installation,  
removal, and reusable manufactured Trackout Control System:  

www.getfods.com or 844.200.3637.

GETFODS.COM 1-800-234-4567

FODS Trackout Control Mat System (TCMS) replaces
ineffective and costly traditional trackout solutions 
saving you valuable time and money. Our proprietary 
mat design works to effectively remove mud and
sediment from your vehicle tires without damaging 
the tire or the ground's surface. 

FODS

Curb Roller Manufacturing is proud to be the world 
leader in shaped concrete roller screeds, producing 
quality products for everyday concrete work. 

Celebrating 10 years in business, our portable, ergonomic 
machines not only make it easy to shape standard curb, 
gutter, and sidewalks, but also flume, v-gutter, swale, and 
other unique shapes. 

The award winning Curb Roller CM4000 and Hydra-
Screed HS3000 both have the ability to easily switch out 
profiles, allowing you to complete a wider variety of jobs 
while increasing your bottom line. Proudly backed by a 
3-year limited warranty, our machines are built to withstand 
the toughest jobs and harshest of conditions. Give our 
machines a try and let us show you why we stand out from 
the competition. n

For more information, call 785.467.3132, or visit 
www.curbroller.com.

CURB ROLLER  
MANUFACTURING

LET US SHOW YOU WHY WE STAND OUT 
FROM THE COMPETITION.
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InSite Software provides PDF and CAD cut & fill takeoff 
and GPS modeling software specifically designed for 
the excavation, general contracting, and engineering 

industries. InSite SiteWork calculates cut and fill, stripping, 
strata quantities, paving and concrete materials, topsoil re-
spread, areas, lengths, trench excavation, and backfill. Field 
General® Office GPS Modeling Software adds GPS machine 
control systems surface export and generates construction 
staking data. Online training and technical support are 
included for one year with purchase. n

See us in Las Vegas at  
World of Concrete Booth N2162.

Visit us online at www.insitesoftware.com,  
or call 877.746.7483.

INSITE SOFTWARE

GRAMMER Seats North America opened its doors 
in Shannon, Mississippi, in 2014 as a production 
facility for seats in the construction, agriculture, 

material handling, and turf industries. Prior to this, 
GRAMMER Inc operated in Hudson, Wisconsin, from 
2001 to 2014. Sales, marketing, and engineering continue 
to reside in Hudson to this day continuing to support its 
customers within the region. Today, the Shannon/Tupelo 
facility has incorporated assembly, foam and cushion 
operations, prototyping, quality care, warehousing, and 
shipping all under one roof. Day in and day out, heavy 
construction operators are exposed to intense vehicle 
vibrations, leaving them susceptible to back problems 
and even serious injury. GRAMMER seats are here to keep 
operators healthy, no matter how brutal the conditions. Built 
with advanced materials and industry-leading suspension 
systems, GRAMMER seats reduce the job’s nastiest vibrations 
and maximize comfort. n

For more information,
visit www.usa.grammer.com.

GRAMMER

PROTECT YOUR BODY WITH A GRAMMER SEAT. 
IT’S JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED.

OUR SUPPORT STAFF HAS EXPERIENCE  
IN SITE DEVELOPMENT TO PROVIDE YOU  

THE BEST LEVEL OF SERVICE. 
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Lifting Gear Hire (LGH), the leading expert in the 
rental of hoisting and rigging equipment, maintains a 
reputation for the safety, quality, and reliability of its 

equipment that is unmatched in the industry. Operating from 
23 locations throughout North America, LGH has the most 
comprehensive inventory of rental equipment for all jacking, 
pulling, rigging, hoisting, and safety needs. LGH sets itself 
apart from competitors through a strict testing, inspection, 
and recertification regimen for each piece of equipment 
in its fleet. You won’t find rusty parts or chain on any of 
our rentals, as all equipment is stored bare in a climate-
controlled warehouse, is chained to order, and receives a 
fresh coat of paint before each rental.

If you’re looking for the most comprehensive inventory of 
lifting equipment from the top brands on the market paired 
with an unmatched level of expertise from a company that 
values the safety of your workers as much as you do, think 
LGH and Gear Up. n

For more information, 
visit www.rentlgh.com.

MOST COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF 
LIFTING EQUIPMENT FROM TOP BRANDS.

LIFTING GEAR HIRE

A leading provider of innovative heating solutions,  
L.B. White meets the unique requirements of 
construction, tent, agriculture, and greenhouse 

environments.From its headquarters in Onalaska, Wisconsin, 
L.B. White offers more than 65 years of leadership in heat 
engineering and manufacturing expertise. With more than 
130 years of combined engineering experience, products 
are designed to deliver heat in real-world situations. 
High-quality heating products backed by a 2-year 
warranty and genuine customer service has set L.B. White 
apart since 1952. n

Learn how you can get more than heat from L.B. White at  
www.lbwhite.com or call 800.345.7200.

L.B. WHITE COMPANY

MORE THAN 65 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN HEAT 
ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING EXPERTISE

Innovative Heating Solutions
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Since 1962, National Construction Rentals has been the 
nationwide leader in the temporary site services industry 
offering temporary fence, barricades, portable toilets, 

restroom trailers, mobile storage containers, and temporary 
power. National Construction Rentals provides its products to 
the construction industry, for special events, to government 
sector projects, and following natural and man-made disasters. 
Serving more than 80 metro areas nationwide, let National 
Construction Rentals’ nearly 60 years of experience offer you 
the peace of mind you need for your next project. n

Visit us online today at www.rentnational.com  
or call us at 800.352.5675.

NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION RENTALS. 
RENTALS MADE EASY.™

NATIONAL
CONSTRUCTION
RENTALS

METALLICS
We know the Fastener Market and have been serving 

it proudly since 1959. We stand out from our 
competitors because only Metallics can say we 

have the ability to manufacture exclusive, unique fasteners 
through our affiliate, Avanti Screw, Inc. This ability to 
manufacture coupled with our strategically placed location 
in Bristol, Connecticut, along with the highest fill rates in 
America, same day next day shipping, and personalized 
service when you call, clearly makes us, the Right Choice.

Metallics is always looking toward the future to provide 
innovative and profitable solutions for our distributors. 
Since we sell solely to distributors, you can be confident 
you will not see the products in this catalogue sold at any of 
America’s “Depot-Marts.” n

800.243.8272
www.metallicsonline.com

WE ARE THE GOLD STANDARD 
IN FASTENERS!
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Change hydraulic and mechanical attachments from 
the comfort of your cab. This system allows you to use 
less machines and personnel to get the same job done, 

reducing mobilization, fuel, and labor costs immediately. It also 
extends the life of the attachments by ensuring the operator 
is using the right attachment for the job. It does this all while 
being regarded as the safest couplers on the market, exceeding 
all quick coupler safety guidelines set by any independent and 
government agencies in the world. Other great benefits that 
come from using the OilQuick coupler are: tight hose routing 
reduces the number of hose replacements, no danger in hot 
high pressure oil when having to change attachments, no more 
workers’ compensation claims stemming from swinging a sledge 
or climbing a ladder, the list goes on and on. n

For more information, 
visit www.oilquickusa.com.

OILQUICKUSA
The Fully Automatic Hydraulic  
Coupling System 

ANY MACHINE, ANY ATTACHMENT, 
ANYTIME. IT’S TIME TO CHANGE!

NoteVault, founded in 2007 and based in San Diego, 
California, is a cloud-based software that provides 
an easy-to-use daily reporting solution to document 

jobsite data. NoteVault transforms the way construction 
companies do business by allowing teams to quickly and 
easily report project activity on the go, whenever and 
wherever they are.  

What makes this company a key differentiator 
in construction daily reporting is its use of human 
transcription—the only company in this domain to offer 
this feature. Users can easily convert audio into text using 
nothing but their voice and mobile phone. This information 
is then transcribed and made available through a web-based 
interface. The result is professional and ready-to-use reports, 
automatically generated daily, that facilitate company 
transparency and increase communication and collaboration 
project-wide.  

With NoteVault, users can seamlessly control, customize 
and enhance reports, remain on track and on budget, and 
retain all comprehensive daily project reports—which 
can protect their company from any potential claims that 
may arise. n

For more information,
visit www.notevault.com

NOTEVAULT
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Concrete Forms & Accessories

SUREBUILT

Jose “Manny” Carrillo, a 32-year retired union carpenter, 
invented the Safety Anchor Post Systems (SAPS) from 
experiencing an accident on the 17th floor of a high rise. 
What makes SAPS stand apart from the rest is that it is the 

ONLY surface thread mount Guardrail System that provides 
a dedicated 5:1, 5,000 lb point of tie off on each stanchion, 
as well as it works great on PT cable projects. 

SAPS are cost-effective because they can be installed in 
under 1 minute without tools and minimal training, and they 
install onto spider anchors that range in size from 5 inches 
to 24 inches to fit your slab thickness. n

Be sure to visit us at  
World of Concrete 2019 

at Booth #N3062.
 

For more information, call 800.377.1632,  
or visit www.safetyanchorpost.com. 

SAFETY ANCHOR 
POST SYSTEM

ENGINEERED, PATENTED REUSABLE.

Known as Universal Form Clamp, then as Universal 
Building Products, and most recently as SureBuilt, 
concrete forming products have been made at the 

Bellwood, Illinois, location for almost 40 years.
SureBuilt’s concrete forming products have been shipped 

to independent distributors, for delivery to contractors, 
throughout North America. There has always been a preference 
to work with local people who know local markets, not 
corporate entities.

A history of being privately owned, also established a 
culture of being responsive to customer needs, not shareholder 
demands. These needs include product design, application 
engineering, custom fabrication, marketing support, and 
reliable shipping.

And, it doesn’t stop there. SureBuilt always seems to be 
installing new equipment and updating existing work cells, 
making the ongoing “Made In USA” mission even more 
efficient, effective, and competitive.

Find out for yourself why SureBuilt is manufacturing and 
shipping more SurePly™ forming, more SureLoad™ shoring, 
more Pipe Braces, more Snap Ties, and more concrete forming 
accessories than ever before. n

For more information,
visit www.surebuilt-usa.com.





OFTEN IMITATED
BUT NEVER DUPLICATED
THE ORIGINAL...

- FOR HAULING AGGRESSIVE 
LOADS - PIG IRON, CRUSHED 
GLASS, BOTTOM ASH,  
RIP RAP, AUTO FLUFF  
(NOT FOR HOT MATERIALS)

- 100% VIRGIN UHMW!
- IF YOU LOVE QUICKSILVER, 

JUST WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE 
HOW TOUGH THE HAULK IS!

•  Manufactured Under ISO 9001 Standards
•  Superior Release with 6% Silicone!
•  Materials Release Quickly, Smoothly
•  Handles “Any Temperature” Asphalt
•  Longest Lasting Liner Available
•  LIFETIME WARRANTY

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
•  UHMW DURAPRO with 2% Silicone  
   for Release!
•  5 YEAR NON-PRORATED WARRANTY

www.liningsinc.com 
800-939-1016 www.facebook.com/liningsinc

AVAILABLE FOR DUMP BODIES, TRAILERS AND ROLLOFFS. AVAILABLE UP TO 16’ WIDE!

ALSO AVAILABLE
UHMW 
DURAPRO

LININGS, INC

AVAILABLE FOR DUMP BODIES, TRAILERS AND ROLLOFFS. AVAILABLE UP TO 16’ WIDE!
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

OFTEN IMITATED
BUT NEVER DUPLICATED
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ACCESSORY
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
Access Construction
Equipment
866.736.8921
www.accessconstructionequipment.com

Allied Power Products, Inc.
800.248.4896
www.alliedpower.com

Allmand Brothers
800.562.1373
www.allmand.com

Alkota Cleaning Systems
800.255.6823
www.alkota.com

Barrier Systems, Inc.
888.800.3691
www.barriersystemsinc.com

Bigfoot Crane
604.626.1777
www.bigfootcrane.com

Buffalo Turbine
716.592.2700
www.buffaloturbine.com

Casella USA
603.672.0031
www.casellausa.com

Cleanfix Reversible Fans
519.275.2808
www.cleanfix.org

Company Wrench LTD
866.262.4181
www.companywrench.com

Construction Innovations
855.725.9555
www.constructioninnovations.com

Custom Linings
888.TRUKBED
www.customlinings.com

Cresset Chemical
800.367.2020
www.cresset.com

Dave White Site Pro
765.581.4097
www.sitepro.us.com

Dump-Lok/
Product of Worksafe USA
217.891.1674
www.dumplok.com

Dust Control Technology
309.693.8600
www.dustboss.com

EBS Ink Jet Systems, USA
847.996.0739
www.ebs-inkjet-usa.com

Elliott Machine Works Inc.
419.468.4709
www.elliottmachine.com

Eberspacher
800.387.4800
www.eberspacher.com

E-Z Bar
877.85.EZBAR
www.e-zbar.com

EZ Oil Drain Valve/
Global Sales Group
425.999.1200
www.ezoildrain.com

Federal Mogul Corporation/
FP Diesel
www.fme-cat.com

Formex Manufacturing
770.962.9816
www.formex.com

FSX Inc
360.691.2999
www.fsxinc.com

Fumoto Engineering
of America
707.545.7020
www.fumotousa.com

Gilson Company, Inc.
740.548.7298
www.globalgilson.com

Grammer, Inc.
715.377.4566
www.usa.grammer.com

Hendrickson Suspension
Systems
www.hendrickson-intl.com

Hercules Industries, Inc.
740.494.2628
www.herculock.com

Husky Liners
800.344.8759
www.huskyliners.com

Industrial Seats
800.223.7003
www.industrialseats.com

Insero Equipment
855.604.2117
www.inseroequipment.com

Jenny Products, Inc.
814.445.3400
www.jennyproductsinc.com

L.B. White
800.345.7200
www.lbwhite.com

Lind Equipment
877.475.5463
www.lindequipment.com

Lignomat USA
800.227.2105
www.lignomat.com

Link Manufacturing
800.222.6283
www.linkmfg.com

Mi-T-M Corp.
800.553.9053
www.mitm.com

OilQuickUSA
262.607.8425
www.oilquickusa.com 

Pettibone
800.467.3884
www.gopettibone.com

Plastics Pipe Institute
469.499.1048
www.plasticpipe.org

Progress Solar Solutions
919.363.3738
www.progresssolar.com

R&R Lotion
480.443.9255
www.rrlotion.com

Ramsey Winch
800.777.2760
www.ramsey.com

Reelcraft North America
800.444.3134
www.reelcraft.com

Rezloh
877.955.0443
www.rezloh.com

RoMix Chemical
and Brush, Inc.
800.331.2243
www.romixchem.com

Shark Cleaning Equipment/
Karcher North America
800.771.1881
www.sharkpw.com

SnowEx
800.725.8377
www.snowexproducts.com

•  Well Rehab Products
•  Manholes
•  Bentonite
•  Filter Sock
•  Inline Chemical Mixers
•  Sampling Bailers
•  Clear PVC Pipe
•  Locking Caps

Atlantic Screen
& Manufacturing, Inc.

Manufacturers of slotted & perforated pipe 
ranging from ½” to 24” in diameter

302-684-3197
Fax 302-684-0643

142 Broadkill Road  ■  Milton, DE 19968
www.atlantic-screen.com  ■  atlantic@ce.net
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Thieman Tailgates, Inc.
419.586.7727
www.thieman.com

Trinity Highway Rentals
888.496.3625
www.trinityhighwayrentals.com

Vulcan On-Board Scales
800.237.0022
www.vulcanscales.com

Waste Management
713.512.6200
www.wm.com

AERIAL LIFTING
EQUIPMENT
Applied Machinery Sales
803.327.4949
www.appliedmach.com 

Caldwell Group Inc.
815.229.5667
www.caldwellinc.com

Construction Lifters/
The Caldwell Group Inc.
800.628.4263
www.constructionlifters.com

Custom Equipment, Inc.
866.334.0756
www.customequipmentlifts.com

JLG Industries
240.420.8789
www.jlg.com

Lifting Gear Hire
800.878.7305
www.rentlgh.com

MEC Aerial Work
Platforms, Inc.
559.842.1500
www.mecawp.com

Pettibone
800.467.3884
www.gopettibone.com

Xtreme Manufacturing
702.628.9400
www.xtrememanufacturing.com

ASSET
MANAGEMENT/
TELEMATICS
ORBCOMM
800.ORBCOMM
www.orbcomm.com

Quake Global
858.277.7290
www.quakeglobal.com

Zonar Systems
877.843.3847
www.zonarsystems.com

ATTACHMENTS
AIM Attachments
800.803.3365
www.aimattachments.com

Allied Construction
Products, LLC
216.431.2600
www.alliedcp.com

American Augers, Inc.
800.324.4930
www.americanaugers.com

Amulet Manufacturing Co.
800.526.8538
www.amulet.com

ATI Corporation
800.342.0905
www.level-best.com

Bonnell Industries, Inc.
800.851.9664
www.bonnell.com

Bradco
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

Cabs-Rops-Attachments
800.743.3993
www.cabsrops.com

Chicago Pneumatic
800.624.4735
www.cp.com

Construction Attachments
828.758.2674
www.calmfg.com

CP Attachments
800.428.2538
www.paladinattachments.com

CTI
303.371.8097
www.ctiattachments.com

Diamond Manufacturing, Inc.
800.445.1917
www.diamondattachments.com
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Digga North America
563.875.7915
www.diggausa.com

Double D Mfg, LLC
770.748.4450
www.doubledmfg.com

Eagle Claw Tooth, LLC
877.348.8856
www.eagleclawtooth.com

FFC
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

Grade Blade
319.372.1849
www.gradeblade.com

H&L Tooth
800.458.6684
www.hltooth.com

Handy Hitch Mfg, Inc.
800.665.2490
www.handyhitch.com

Harley
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

Hitchdoc/Dual Dozer
800.446.8222
www.dualdozer.com

Jeffrey Machine
205.841.8600
www.jeffreymachine.com

JRB
800.428.2538
www.paladinattachments.com

Kenco Corporation
800.653.6069
www.kenco.com

L & G Products, Inc.
320.629.7508
www.add-a-stick.net

Leading Edge
Attachments, Inc.
508.829.4855
www.digrock.com

Loftness
800.828.7624
www.loftness.com

McMillen
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

National Attachments, Inc.
800.839.9981
www.nationalattachments.com

Paladin Attachments
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

Pemberton Attachments
407.831.6688
www.pembertoninc.com

Premier Auger
866.458.0008
www.premierauger.com

Quadco Equipment Inc.
800.668.3340
www.quadco.com

Rotobec USA
855.ROTOBEC
www.rotobec.com

Striker Hydraulic Breakers/
TOKU America
440.954.9923
www.toku-america.com

Sweepster
800.456.7100
www.paladinattachments.com

Vail Products
800.375.8245
www.vailproducts.com

Wedgelock North America/
Cascade Corp.
800.933.4355
www.wedgelockusa.com

BUILDING/
BUILDING PRODUCTS
Acumen Innovations LLC
408.903.9302
www.acumeninnovations.com

BoMetals
800.862.4835
www.bometals.com

CERATECH
800.581.8397
www.ceratechinc.com

Chance Civil Construction/
Hubbell
www.hubbellpowersystems.com/
abchance

Grove Structural Shims
978.534.5188
www.groveproductsinc.com

Laticrete International
800.243.4788
www.laticrete.com

Legacy Building Solutions
877.259.1528
www.legacybuildingsolutions.com

Quikrete
404.634.9100
www.quikrete.com

Schweiss Doors
507.426.8273
www.schweissdoors.com

VP Buildings
800.238.3246
www.vp.com

COMPACT
EARTHMOVING
Bobcat Company
www.bobcat.com

Gehl Company
262.334.9461
www.gehl.com

Kato Works
800.538.1447
www.ihicompactexcavator.com

Mustang Mfg Company, Inc.
262.334.9461
www.mustangmfg.com

Triple E Equipment
954.978.3440
www.eeeequipment.com

CONCRETE FINISHING
EQUIPMENT/TOOLS
Advanced Concrete Screeds
850.547.2789
www.advanedconcretetools.com

Alpine Sales & Rental
Corporation
814.466.7134
www.alpinecutters.com

Antraquip Corporation
301.665.1165
www.antraquip.net

Allen Engineering Corporation
800.643.0095
www.alleneng.com

Aridus Concrete
866.882.6176
ARIDUSconcrete.com

Blastrac, NA
800.256.3440
www.blastrac.com

Concrete Coatings Inc.
800.443.2871
www.concretecoatingsinc.com

Concrete Solutions, Inc.
800.232.8311
www.concretesolutions.com

Engius-intelliRock
866.636.4487
www.engius.com

General Equipment Co.
800.533.0524
www.generalequip.com

JLIN Corp
877.220.6652
www.multivibe.com

Kenrich Products, Inc.
503.281.6190
www.kenrichproducts.com

Kraft Tool Co.
800.422.2448
www.krafttool.com

Lura Enterprises
701.281.8989
www.luraconcretescreed.com

Minnich Manufacturing
419.524.1000
www.minnich-mfg.com

MK Diamond Products, Inc.
800.421.5830
www.mkdiamond.com

Multiquip Inc.
800.421.1244
www.multiquip.com

National Flooring
Equipment, Inc.
800.245.0267
www.nationalequipment.com

Niagara Machine, Inc
814.455.8838
www.niagaramachine.com

Oztec Industries, Inc.
800.533.9055
www.oztec.com

Roadware Incorporated
800.522.7623
www.roadware.us

Seal Master Corp.
800.395.7325
www.sealmaster.com

Slip Industries
800.722.8339
www.slipindustries.com
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Spin Screed, Inc.
888.329.6039
www.spinscreed.com

Superabrasive, Inc.
706.658.1122
www.superabrasive.us

Terex Bid-Well Corporation
800.843.9824
www.bid-well.com

Wagman Metal
717.854.2120
www.wagmanmetal.com

Wake, Inc.
800.957.5606
www.wakeinc.com

CONCRETE FORMING
Bolt Star
855.725.9555
www.bolt-star.com

Curb Fox Equipment
704.638.0405

Curb Roller Mfg. LLC
785.284.0475
www.curbroller.com

MEVA Formwork
Systems, Inc.
866.367.6382
www.mevaformwork.com

Packer Brothers
612.414.8081
www.packerbrothers.com

Spee-D-Form, Inc.
650.521.2303
www.spee-d-form.com

SurebuilT 
708.493.9569
www.surebuilt-usa.com

CONCRETE MIXING
ACCESSORIES

COLLOMIX NORTH AMERICA 
262.207.4241
www.collomix.us

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

CONCRETE PLACING
EQUIPMENT
E2 Systems, LLC
248.795.3000
www.materialplacer.com

Fascut Industries
608.643.6678
www.fascut.com

Guntert & Zimmerman
Const. Div., Inc.
209.599.0066
www.guntert.com

Line Dragon, LLC
www.linedragon.com

Max USA Corp.
800.223.4293
www.maxusacorp.com

McNeilus Truck
507.374.6321
www.mcneiluscompanies.com

Sonoco
888.766.8823
www.sonotube.com

Zimmerman Industries
888.577.6499
www.zimmermanindustries.com

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
Aerotek, Inc.
888.237.6835
www.aerotek.com

American Technical
Publishers, Inc.
800.323.3471
www.go2atp.com

Building Goodness
434.973.0993
www.buildinggoodness.org

Caterpillar Financial
Services Corporation
800.651.0567
www.catfinancial.com

CLMI Safety Training
800.533.2767
www.clmi-training.com

Columbia Southern University
www.columbiasouthern.edu/chst
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Construction Financial
Management Association
609.452.8000
www.cfma.org

Everglades University
561.912.1211
www.evergladesuniversity.edu

Fringe Benefit
800.328.1519
www.contractorsplan.com

Gangbox, Inc.
816.810.0962
www.gangboxinc.com

Immersive Technologies
www.worksitevr.com

mJobTime Corporation
800.387.1109
www.mjobtime.com

Nations Equipment Finance
203.229.2225
www.nationsequipmentfinance.com

Nationwide Notice
888.356.9095
www.nationwidenotice.com

Philadelphia University
215.951.2700
www.philau.edu

TBR Strategies
919.341.1387
www.tbr-strategies.com

Tradesmen International
800.573.0850
www.tradesmeninternational.com

UHY Advisors, Inc.
888.276.7080
www.uhyadvisors-us.com

Volvo Financial Services
www.vfsco.com

Zurich North America
800.382.2150
www.zurichna.com

CRANES
Auto Crane Company
918.836.0463
www.autocrane.com

Badger Equipment Company
800.533.8013
www.badgerequipment.com

Fascan International, Inc.
800.632.7226
www.fascan.com

Koenig Cranes North America
877.852.2192
www.koenigcranes.com

Linden Comansa America
800.589.7980
www.lindencomansaamerica.com

Manitex
512.942.3000
www.manitex.com

Manitowoc Cranes Co.
920.684.4410
www.manitowoc.com

Stellar Industries, Inc.
800.321.3741
www.stellarindustries.com

TADANO America Corporation
281.869.0030
www.tadano.com

CRUSHING/
DEMOLITION/
RECYCLING
Allu Group
800.939.2558
www.allu.net

American Hydro
410.574.8470
www.americanhydro.net

Atlas Copco
www.atlascopco.us

Bandit Industries, Inc.
800.952.0178
www.banditchippers.com

Komplet North America
866.735.4345
www.compactconcretecrushers.com

MB Crusher America
855.622.7874
www.mbamerica.com

Recycling & Processing
Equipment, Inc.
877.679.5708
www.recyclingandprocessing.com

Surestrike International, Inc.
866.472.8844
www.surestrike.biz

DEWATERING/
PUMPS/
WELL ACCESSORIES
ABS/Sulzer
800.525.7790
www.sulzer.com

ATLANTIC SCREEN MFG. 
302.684.3197

www.atlantic-screen.com

ATLANTIC 
SCREEN MFG.

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Griffin Dewatering
Construction Services Group
800.431.1510
www.griffindewatering.com

Gorman-Rupp Co.
419.755.1011
www.gormanrupp.com

ENGINES
Briggs & Stratton
866.927.3349
www.briggsandstratton.com

Cummins, Inc.
800.343.7357
www.cummins.com

Deutz Corporation
770.564.7100
www.deutzamericas.com

Diesel Power Equipment
402.330.5100
www.dieselpower.com

Isuzu Motors America
734.455.7595
www.isuzuengines.com

Kubota Engine America
847.955.2500
www.kubotaengine.com

Yanmar America
770.877.7570
www.yanmar.com

GRADE, LEVEL
& EXCAVATION
MANAGEMENT
AGL Lasers
501.982.4433
www.agl-lasers.com

Excavating Solutions
317.690.1636
www.idigbest.com

Higgs Hydrographic Tek
www.higgshydrographictek.com

JAMAR Technologies, Inc.
800.776.0940
www.jamartech.com

Laser-Grader Manufacturing
401.231.8676
www.laser-grader.com

Leica Geosystems
770.326.9557
www.leica-geosystems.com

Ligchine International
Corporation
812.903.4500
www.ligchine.com

Ocala Instruments
800.344.4788
www.ocalainstruments.com

Positioning Solutions
Company
630.384.1234
www.1psc.com

Roadrunner Construction
Equipment
888.302.1022
www.roadrunnerblade.com

Topcon Positioning
Systems
925.245.8300
www.topconpositioning.com

HANDHELD TOOLS
Bosch Power Tools
877.267.2499
www.boschtools.com

Channellock, Inc.
800.724.3018
www.channellock.com

DeWALT Industrial Tools
www.dewaltworktruck.com
www.dewalt.com

Enerpac
262.293.1600
www.enerpac.com
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Gas Clip Technologies
972.775.7577
www.gascliptech.com

Hilti (Canada) Corp
800.363.4458
www.hilti.ca

Husqvarna Construction
Equipment
www.husqvarnagroup.com

ICS, Blount Inc.
800.321.1240
www.icsbestway.com

Integrated Tool Solutions, LLC
760.529.5856
www.integratedtoolsolutions.com

KOR-IT
916.372.6400
www.kor-it.com

Max USA
516.741.3151
www.maxusacorp.com

Metabo Corporation
800.638.2264
www.metabousa.com

Milwaukee Tool
www.milwaukeetool.com

Muncie Power Products
www.munciepower.com

STIHL
757.486.9100
www.stihlusa.com

Wheeler-Rex
Professional Tools
800.321.7950
www.wheelerrex.com

HEAVY-DUTY
EARTHMOVING
ARDCO
800.332.7326
www.ardcomfg.com

Case Construction
866.542.2736
www.casece.com

Caterpillar
www.cat.com

Champion Motor Graders
704.392.1038
www.championmotorgraders.us

Gradall Industries, Inc.
330.339.2211
www.gradall.com

HITACHI CONSTRUCTION 
MACHINERY 

770.499.7000
www.hitachicm.us

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Humdinger Equipment, Ltd.
888.999.4909
www.humdingerequipment.com

HYDREMA U.S., INC. 
404.614.1747

www.hydrema.com

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Hyundai Construction
Equipment Americas
www.hceamericas.com

John Deere
309.765.8000
www.johndeere.com

Kawasaki Construction
Machinery
770.499.7000
www.trykawasakiloaders.com

Liebherr
757.245.5251
www.liebherr.us

LBX Link-Belt Excavators
www.lbxco.com

K-Tec Earthmovers, Inc
866.496.7561
www.ktecearthmovers.com

LiuGong Construction
Machinery N.A., LLC
281.579.8882
www.liugongna.com

Tesmec USA Inc.
800.851.5102
www.tesmec.com
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Volvo Construction Equipment
www.volvoce.com

Wetland Equipment Co., Inc.
985.447.0354
www.wetlandequipmentco.com

HYDRAULIC TOOLS
AJAX TOOL WORKS, INC.
800.323.9129
www.ajaxtools.com

Stanley Hydraulic Tools
www.stanleyhydraulic.com

INSURANCE
BITCO Insurance
800.475.4477
www.bitco.com

NBIS
www.nbis.com

LEGAL
Law Office of
Adele Abrams P.C.
301.595.3520
www.safety-law.com

Bradley
www.bradley.com

Castellano, Korenberg & Co.
516.937.9500
www.castellanokorenberg.com

Drewry Simmons
Vornehm, LLP
317.580.4848
www.drewrysimmons.com

Fisher & Phillips, LLP
www.laborlawyers.com

Goldberg Segalla
www.goldbergsegalla.com

Hedrick, Gardner, Kincheloe
& Garofalo
www.hedrickgardner.com

Holland & Knight LLP
www.hklaw.com

Watt, Tieder, Hoffar
& Fitzgerald, LLP
703.749.1000
www.wthf.com

LIGHT
CONSTRUCTION
Multiquip, Inc.
800.421.1244
www.multiquip.com

LUBRICANTS &
ADDITIVES
Castrol HD
800.255.4417
www.castrolheavyduty.com

Chevron Global Lubricants
925.842.1000
www.chevron.com

Citgo Lubricants
832.486.4000
www.hdlubes.com

FPPF Chemical
800.735.3773
www.fppf.com

GoldenWest Lubricants, Inc.
909.865.3081
www.gwlinc.com

Phillips 66/Kendall
www.p66.com

Shell Lubricants
800.237.8645
www.shell.us

Valvoline
800.354.9061
www.valvolinehd.com

MATERIAL HANDLING
Henderson Products
563.927.2828
www.hendersonproducts.com

Load Lifter Solutions
888.265.5438
www.load-liftermfg.com

Manitou North America
800.433.3304
www.us.manitou.com

MEDIUM-DUTY
EARTHMOVING
JCB
www.jcbna.com

Kubota Tractor Corporation
www.kubota.com

Pro-Tech Mfg.
& Distribution, Inc.
888.787.4766
www.snopusher.com

Takeuchi Manufacturing
706.693.3600
www.takeuchi-us.com

OFF-ROAD TIRES
Alliance Tire Group
800.343.3276
www.atgtire.com 

BKT USA, INC. 
330.836.1090 •  888.660.0662 

www.bkt-tires.com

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Bridgestone Firestone 
Off Road
www.bfor.com

Cooper Tires
800.854.6288
www.uscoopertire.com

Double Coin
888.226.5250
www.doublecoin-us.com

General Tire-Continental Tire
US Headquarters
704.583.4882
www.generaltire.com

GoodYear OTR
Off-the-Road Tires
www.goodyearotr.com

Michelin Tire Corporation
www.michelinearthmover.com

Safety Seal -
North Shore Laboratories
978.531.344
www.safetyseal.com

Tire Boss
888.338.3587
www.tireboss.com

Titan International
800.872.2327
www.titan-intl.com

TY Cushion Tire, LLC
909.230.5141
www.tycushiontire.com

PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
B&G Equipment Company
678.688.5601
www.bgequip.com

Bair Products, Inc.
913.947.3934
www.bairproductsinc.com

BullDig, Inc.
800.369.4817
www.bulldig.com

Chem Link, Inc.
800.826.1681
www.chemlinkinc.com

Driltec
601.957.5567
www.driltec.com

Dominion Equipment
Parts, LLC
866.375.7612
www.depparts.com

Engiso
262.777.9963
www.engiso.com

Flaretite Inc.
810.750.4140
www.flaretite.com

Hannay Reels
877.GO.REELS
www.hannay.com

Kelken Construction Systems
732.416.6730
www.kelken.com

Linings, Inc.
800.939.1016
www.liningsinc.com

Metallics
800.243.8272
www.metallicsonline.com

Motor Components
607.737.8371
www.facet-purolator.com

No-Spill Systems
204.940.3551
www.nospillsystems.com

Pilot Seating Systems
+90 224 411 02 80
www.pilot.com.tr

Schaefer Enterprises
800.626.6046
www.sewlparts.com
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www.sunflowerboatandbarge.com  •   563-583-0556

•  Sectional Barges
•  Spud Barges  

from 75x32 to 195x70

•  Hydraulic Dredges
•  Truckable Tugboats 

from 300 – 600 hp

•  Traditional Tugboats
•  Support Equipment

Available for Lease:

Superior Tire & Rubber
814.723.2370
www.superiortire.com

Tallman Equipment
877.860.5666
www.tallmanequipment.com

PAVING & MILLING
BOMAG
800.782.6624
www.gobomag.com

KASI
800.450.8602
www.kasiinfrared.com

KM International
800.492.1757
www.kminb.com

LeeBoy, Inc.
www.leeboy.com

Easi Pour/
Overbuilt Paving
800.548.6469
www.overbuilt.com

Sakai America
800.323.0535
www.sakaiamerica.com

Terex Roadbuilding
405.787.6020
www.terexrb.com

Wirtgen
615.501.0600
www.wirtgenamerica.com

PORTABLE POWER
Atlas Copco
www.atlascopco.us

Doosan Infracore
Portable Power
www.doosanportablepower.com

Goodall, Mfg.
800.328.7730
www.goodallmfg.com

Honda Power Equipment
770.497.6400
www.hondapowerequipment.com

Jenny Products, Inc.
814.445.3400
www.jennyproductsinc.com

Kubota Engine America
www.kubotaengine.com

The Lincoln Electric Company
216.481.8100
www.lincolnelectric.com

Mi-T-M Corp.
563.556.7484
www.mitm.com

Sullair
800.SULLAIR
www.sullair.com

Triton Power, Inc.
800.424.0007
www.tritonpower.com

Vanair Manufacturing, Inc.
800.526.8817
www.vanair.com

Yamaha Motor Corp USA
866.252.5265
www.yamaha-motor.com/generators

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
Mabey Inc.
410.379.2800
www.mabey.com

National Construction Rentals
818.221.6000
www.rentnational.com

United Rentals, Inc.
203.622.3131
www.ur.com

SAFETY
Alarm Access & Control
Technology
866.944.2228
www.aactvision.com

AngelTrax
334.692.4600
www.angeltrax.com

Bilingual Safety Training, LLC
201.414.4952
www.bilingualsafetytraining.com

Capital Safety, Inc.
800.328.6146
www.capitalsafety.com

Carnie Cap, Inc.
888.743.7725
www.carniecap.com
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Clicksafety, Inc.
800.971.1080
www.clicksafety.com

Doran Manufacturing, LLC
866.816.7233
www.doranmfg.com

Elk River
256.739.5959
www.elkriver.com

FallTech
323.752.0066
www.falltech.com

Guardian Fall Protection
800.466.6385
www.guardianfall.com

KeyTroller, Inc.
813.877.4500
www.keytroller.com

Kong-USA LLC
401.253.3759
www.kong-usa.net

Miller Fall Protection
800.873.5242
www.millerfallprotection.com

Mobile Barriers LLC
303.526.5995
www.mobilebarriers.com

Preferred Safety
Products, Inc.
800.301.3188
www.preferredsafety.com

Safety Anchor Post System
800.377.1632
www.safetyanchorpost.com

Safety Maker, Inc.
346.708.4060
www.safetyboot.com

SafetyThrough Engineering
937.964.1900
www.ste4u.com

Safety Training & Consulting
877.782.2670
www.stcsafety.com

SIGALARM
800.589.3769
www.sigalarminc.com

The Power Gripz
877.271.0444
www.thepowergripz.com

Trinity Highway Rentals
888.496.3625
www.trinityhighwayrentals.com

Wiley X Eyewear
925.243.9810
www.wileyx.com

SECURITY SYSTEMS/
PRODUCTS
Intec Video Systems
949.859.3800
www.intecvideo.com

LoJack
877.775.6522
www.lojack.com

SITE PREP/LAND
CLEARING
Express Blower, Inc.
www.expressblower.com

FAE USA, Inc.
770.407.2014
www.faeusa.com

Kershaw
800.476.8769
www.progressrail.com

Loftness
800.828.7624
www.loftness.com

Morbark, Inc.
989.866.2381
www.morbark.com

Motz Enterprises/Flexamat
513.772.6689
www.flexamat.com

SEPPI M.
+39 0471 96 35 50
www.seppi.it

Terex Construction Americas
866.837.3923
www.terexconstruction.com

Universal Refiner Corp.
800.277.8068
www.universalrefiner.com

SOFTWARE
AccuBuild, LLC
800.728.6853
www.accu-build.com

Asta Powerproject
www.astapowerproject.com

B2W Software
603.570.2500
www.b2wsoftware.com

Carlson Software, Inc.
606.564.5028
www.carlsonsw.com

ColumbiaSoft, Inc.
800.298.1172
www.documentlocator.com

ComputerEase Software, Inc.
800.544.2530
www.computerease.com

Congistics Corporation
203.762.2015
www.congistics.com

Explorer Software
604.638.8753
www.explorer-software.com

Field2Base
919.462.8500
www.field2base.com

HCSS
800.683.3196
www.hcss.com

Insite Software
877.746.7483
www.insitesoftware.com

JOBPOWER
www.jobpower.com

Jonas Software
888.789.9073
www.jonas-construction.com

mJobTime
800.387.1109
www.mjobtime.com

NoteVault
858.260.2918
www.notevault.com

On Center Software
866.627.6246
www.oncenter.com

Oracle
800.392.2999
www.oracle.com

PrioSoft
888.394.0252
www.priosoft.com

PROCORE
www.procore.com

Proxibid
www.proxibid.com

ROCTEK International Corp
800.826.7763
www.roctek.com

Tally Systems, Inc.
800.748.6636
www.tallysystems.us

ToolHound
800.387.8665
www.toolhound.com

Viewpoint Construction
Software
800.333.3197
www.viewpoint.com

SPECIALIZED TRUCKS
AND BODIES
Bell Trucks America
855.235.5238
www.belltrucksamerica.com

CURRY SUPPLY COMPANY 
814.793.2829 

www.currysupply.com

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Conveyor Application Systems
888.279.4227
www.slingers.com

DuraClass
662.438.7800
www.duraclass.com

Excavac Corporation
412.373.4680
www.excavac.com

Express Blower, Inc.
800.285.7227
www.expressblower.com

Fleetwest Transferable
Truck Bodies
866.497.7200
www.fleetwest.net
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Ford Motor Company
www.fleet.ford.com

Freightliner Trucks
www.freightlinertrucks.com

Hydraulic Truck Conveyors
712.338.4403
htcconveyors.com

Isuzu Commercial Truck
of America, Inc.
866.441.9638
www.isuzucv.com

Liftmoore, Inc.
713.688.5533
www.liftmoore.com

Loadhandler Products  
Corporation
800.580.0791
www.loadhandler.com

Mack Trucks
866.298.6586
www.macktrucks.com

Navistar/International Truck
630.753.5000
www.internationaltrucks.com

Ram Trucks
www.ramtrucks.com

The Reading Group
800.458.2226
www.readingbody.com

Service Trucks International
800.225.8789
www.servicetrucks.com

Side Dump Industries
402.494.6529
www.sidedumpindustries.com

Sto-Away Power Cranes, Inc.
800.622.9797
www.stoaway.net

Stoltz Mfg., LLC
800.843.8731
www.stoltzfusmfg.com

Truck Bodies
866.497.7200
www.fleetwest.net

United Rotary Brush Inc.
800.851.5108
www.unitedrotary.com

Volvo Trucks
www.volvotrucks.com

Western Star Truck Sales, Inc.
866.850.7827
www.westernstar.com

TRAILERS
BWS Mfg. LTD
506.276.4567
www.bwstrailers.com

Demco
800.543.3626
www.demco-products.com

Econoline Trailers
800.239.6825
www.econolinetrailers.com

FellingTrailers
888.335.5464
www.felling.com

Loadcraft Industries, Ltd.
325.597.2911
www.loadcraft.com

No Ramp Trailers
574.206.1331
www.noramp.com

Redi Haul Trailers
800.533.0382
www.redihaul.com

Trail King Industries, Inc.
www.trailking.com

Towmaster Trailers, Inc.
800.462.4517
www.towmaster.com

Wells Cargo, Inc.
800.348.7553
www.wellscargo.com

WITZCO Challenger Trailers
888.922.9900
www.witzco.com

TRENCHING/
DIRECTIONAL
DRILLING
Efficiency Production, Inc.
800.552.8800
www.efficiencyproduction.com

Eskridge
913.782.1238
www.eskridgeinc.com

Icon Equipment
732.254.6000
www.iconjds.com

Moretrench
973.627.2100
www.moretrench.com

Ozzies Pipeline Padder, Inc.
480.585.9400
www.ozzies.com

Pro-Tec Equipment, Inc.
800.292.1225
www.pro-tecequipment.com

Safety Box Corporation
800.568.3626
www.safety-box.com

Trench Grader
888.697.2225
www.trenchgrader.com

Trench Tech International, Inc.
800.842.2135
www.trenchtech.com

Ultra Shore Products
800.746.7464
www.shoring.com

Vermeer Corporation
641.628.3141
www.vermeer.com

WORKSITE
SOLUTIONS
Bailey Bridges, Inc
256.845.7575
www.baileybridge.com

Dredge Central, LLC
615.859.3733
www.dredgecentral.com

FODS, LLC
844.200.3637
www.getfods.com

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
TOWER ERECTORS (NATE)

888.882.5865 (U.S.)
605.882.5865

www.natehome.com

F E A T U R E D  L I S T I N G

Poseidon Barge, LTD
866.992.2743
www.poseidonbarge.com

Sunflower Boat
and Barge
563.583.0556
www.sunflowerboatandbarge.com

Topcon Solutions Store
800.247.1927
www.topconsolutions.com

Vac-Con
904.284.4200
www.vac-con.com

Vac-Tron Equipment
888-822-8766
www.vactron.com

Waste Crete Systems, LLC
713.937.9699
www.envirowashout.com

No-SpillTM Drain Plugs

1-888-4NO-SPILL
(888-466-7745)

www.nospillsystems.com

Available for all 
engine applications

Saving
You 
Time 
and

Money!
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To get your copy of Brad Deutser’s book, visit www.braddeutser.com. His website provides more information 
about the man behind the book and gives you resources, quizzes, and videos to find your clarity.

When I visit jobsites and spend time in the trailer 
listening to the hustle and bustle of the morning 
meetings, the topic of safety catches my attention. 

“We’ve posted signs, had tailgate safety meetings, and talked 
to the crew every morning. What else can we do?”

Besides quoting the stale “create a safety culture,” it’s time to 
start thinking inside the box. Yes, that’s right … inside the box.

I had the pleasure of an engaging phone conversation 
with Brad Deutser, the author of the book Leading Clarity: 
The Breakthrough Strategy to Unleash PEOPLE, PROFIT, and 
PERFORMANCE. Brad is a thought leader on organizational 
clarity. His perspective on the dynamics of taking a 
humanistic approach to matters such as safety within an 
organization is revolutionary, and yet easily within the grasp 
of companies’ leaders. Let’s take a closer look “at the box” 
for a better understanding of clarity.

BUILD YOUR BOX
Each company’s box is unique due to its challenges, but 
the structure and framework are consistent. The four 
sides of the box represent Direction, Operations, People, 
and Engagement. The bottom on the box represents 
the Foundation and the top of the box represents the 
Environment. So, what does all of this mean? Deutser breaks 
it down like this:

Direction: This side of the box is where the company’s vision 
and values reside, along with strategy and leadership. 

Operations: This side houses systems and processes, 
performance management, and adaptability.

People: This side of the box is about employee clarity and 
fit, customer focus, and communication effectiveness. 

Engagement: The last side of the box brings together 
coaching and development, talent management, and team 
capabilities. 

Foundation: This is where leaders invest smartly for what’s 
important for the business to thrive and grow. 

Environment: The top of the box considers the outside 
elements, the market trends and competitors, and the 
industrial forces that could influence the company.

The six sides of the box must be examined, thought about 
with focus, and put in writing. The connections between the 
six sides create the contents of the box. What’s working? 
What’s not connecting? Where do changes need to be made? 
What’s missing to align and balance the sides of the box?

INSIDE THE NEW NORMAL
The following is an excerpt taken from Deutser’s book: The 
shifting paradigm of going from outside to inside the box 
takes some getting used to. Leaders worry about losing the 
innovation and creativity that they previously believed comes 
from outside-the-box thinking. But, inside-the-box produces 
more efficiency, more alignment, more purpose, and is a far 
easier and more effective platform from which to lead. We 
have always believed that people universally want to support 
their company and contribute in a positive way. They, like 
people of all ages and places in life, need structure. They 
also need and crave definition, connectivity, and a reason to 
believe. The box provides the structure and the belief system 
for the company, the leadership, the board, and the workforce. 
It also provides a tangible thing for all to understand and 
hold on to. The reality, as our work has proven, is that when 
everyone is holding on to the same box, they come alive, 
encourage responsible creativity, and drive real innovation.

A STUDY IN CLARITY
You may be asking yourself “How do I get organized to gain 
clarity inside the box?” This is the point where I tell you to 
get the book. It walks you through all the tough thinking 
to realize what you have and what you need to create your 
box, understand your box, and work within your box. 

When it comes to safety, there’s a difference between 
compliance vs committed. Get inside your box and figure 
out the system or approach that best answers the need for 
your company and its employees. Have more meaningful 
conversations in your safety meetings. Use pictures of the 
jobsite and ask the crew what they see or don’t see in the 
way of safety measures. This creates life-thinking behavior.

SUMMARY
I could have spent many hours on the phone with Brad 
Deutser. His delivery and way of explaining the process 
creates a happy space in the brain. I recommend his book 
for any company that needs to have a firm footing of which 
to operate, grow, and thrive. n

Think Inside the Box
A conversation with Brad Deutser, founder and 
CEO of Deutser and the Deutser Clarity Institute

By Donna Campbell
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